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Abstract
The on-shell regularization of the one-loop divergences of supergravity theories is
generalized to include a dilaton of the type occurring in effective field theories de-
rived from superstring theory, and the superfield structure of the one-loop corrections
is given. Field theory anomalies and quantum contributions to soft supersymmetry
breaking are discussed. The latter are sensitive to the precise choice of couplings
that generate Pauli-Villars masses, which in turn reflect the details of the underlying
theory above the scale of the effective cut-off. With a view to the implementation
the Green-Schwarz and other mechanisms for canceling field theory anomalies under a
U(1) gauge transformation and under the T-duality group of modular transformations,
we show that the Ka¨hler potential renormalization for the untwisted sector of orbifold
compactification can be made invariant under these groups.
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1 Introduction
It has been shown [1]–[3], that Pauli-Villars (PV) regularization of one-loop ultraviolet
divergences is possible for an N = 1 supergravity theory if Yang-Mills fields have canonical
kinetic energy. In this paper those results are generalized to include their couplings to a
dilaton. In Section 2 we summarize earlier results, and display the logarithmically divergent
one-loop corrections in the form of superfield operators, which permits the extension of
those results to fermionic terms [4, 5] in the one-loop corrected effective Lagrangian. This
formulation will also be convenient for the subsequent analysis. In Section 3 the dilaton
is incorporated in the Pauli-Villars regularization of anomaly-free supergravity described
in Ref. [3], hereafter referred to as I. The application of PV regularization to determine
soft supersymmetry breaking terms is also discussed in this section. It is shown that the
contributions to A-terms are highly sensitive to the details of the regularization. In Section
4 we regulate effective theories of orbifold compactification with twisted sector fields set
to zero in the background. We show that this regularization can be done in such a way
that the renormalization of the Ka¨hler potential is invariant under modular (T-duality)
transformations; we have in mind the construction of an effective one-loop Lagrangian that is
perturbatively modular invariant. In Section 5 the discussion of regularization and anomalies
is extended to theories with an anomalous U(1) gauge symmetry. The results are summarized
in Section 6, where we discuss issues still to be addressed in order to achieve full anomaly
cancellation. Many calculational details are relegated to the appendixes.
2 Preliminaries
In this paper we consider supergravity theories defined by the standard Lagrangian [6, 7]
with N chiral multiplets Z i = Φ1, ...ΦN−1, S, where S is a gauge singlet, and NG gauge
supermultiplets. The Ka¨hler potential K, superpotential W and gauge kinetic function f
are given by
K(Z, Z¯) = − ln(S + S¯) +G(Φ, Φ¯) = k +G, W (Z) = W (Φ),
fab(Z) = δabS = δab(x+ iy), (2.1)
1
which are the classical functions found in string compactifications with affine level one.1 In
this section we briefly recall the results of [1, 3], and cast them in a superfield form that will
allow us to short-cut some of the subsequent calculations.
2.1 One-loop logarithmic divergences in supergravity
The ultra-violet divergent part of the one-loop corrected supergravity Lagrangian for bosons
was calculated in [8]-[10]. The result for the logarithmically divergent contribution is
Leff = L (gR, KR) +√g ln Λ
2
32π2
L
L = L˜0 + L
′
0 + L˜1 + L2 + L3 +NLχ +NG(L˜g + L
′
g),
L˜0 = L0 + 41LGB, L˜χ = Lχ + LGB, L˜g = Lg − 3LGB,
KR = K +
lnΛ2
32π2
[
e−KAijA¯
ij − 2Vˆ + (NG − 10)M2 − 4Kaa − 16D
]
,
Kab =
1
x
(T az)i(Tbz¯)
m¯Kim¯, A = e
KW = A¯†, Aij = DiDjA. (2.2)
where L(g,K) is the standard Lagrangian [6, 7] for N = 1 supergravity coupled to matter
with space-time metric gµν , Ka¨hler potential K and superpotential W . V = Vˆ + D is
the classical scalar potential with Vˆ = e−KAiA¯
i − 3M2, Ai = DiA, D = (2x)−1DaDa,
Da = Ki(Taz)i, M2 = e−KAA¯ is the field-dependent squared gravitino mass, and Di is the
scalar field reparameterization covariant derivative. Scalar indices are lowered and raised
with the Ka¨hler metric Kim¯ and its inverse K
im¯.
The operators LA in (2.2) are given in component form
2 in Eqs. (2.25–27) of I,
LGB =
1
48
(
rµνρσrµνρσ − 4rµνrµν + r2
)
, (2.3)
is the Gauss-Bonnet term which is a total derivative, and was not included explicitly in I.
The operators L′A are additional contributions that arise in the presence of a dilaton coupling
1The results can be generalized to the case fab = δabkaf, ka = constant, by making the substitutions
F aµν → k
1
2
a F
a
µν , A
a
µ → k
1
2
a A
a
µ, T
a → k−
1
2
a T
a.
2See Appendix D of I and Appendix E below for corrections to [8, 10]. There is an extraneous factor of
x in the second line of (2.26) in I.
2
to the Yang-Mills terms. Their component field expressions read:
L′0 = 92DM2 − 2x2WabWab − 4x2WW
−∂ρs∂
ν s¯
x
F+aµν F
µρ
−a + 10
∂µs∂
µs¯
x2
D + 4i∂µs∂ν s¯
x2
DaF µνa
−6
x
{[
i∂νsF
νµ
−a +
∂µs
x
Da
]
Dµz¯m¯Kim¯(T az)i + h.c.
}
+xF−aρµ F
ρν
+aDνziDµz¯m¯Kim¯ + 2iDµziDν z¯m¯Kim¯DaF µνa
+4DVˆ + 2DKim¯DρziDρz¯m¯, (2.4)
L′g = −x
(
W +W
) (
M2 + Vˆ
)
− 2
3
M2
(
DµziDµz¯m¯Kim¯ + 4Vˆ − 2D
)
−7M4 + ∂µs∂
µs∂ν s¯∂
ν s¯
16x4
− ∂µs∂ν s¯
2x2
Kim¯
(
DµziDν z¯m¯ +Dµz¯m¯Dνzi
)
+x2WW +
[
F+aρµ F
ρν
−a +
2
3
gνµ
(
2Kim¯DρziDρz¯m¯ − Vˆ −D
)] ∂νs∂µs¯
4x
+
e−K
2x
(
∂µs¯DµziAiA¯ + h.c.
)
, (2.5)
where
Wab = 1
4
(
Fa · Fb − iF˜a · Fb
)
− 1
2x
DaDb = −1
2
DαDαW βWβ
∣∣∣ ,
F∓aνµ = Faνµ ∓ iF˜aνµ, x = Res, W =Waa , (2.6)
with F aµν the Yang-Mills field strength. As in I we have dropped total derivatives (except for
the Gauss-Bonnet term) and other terms that do not contribute to the S-matrix, by virtue
of the classical equations of motion of the physical fields.
It will be convenient here to display these operators in superfield form. θ-integration of
the superfield operators gives expressions that include the various auxiliary fields. Replacing
these by the solutions of their classical equations of motion gives the component expressions,
up to terms that do not contribute to the S-matrix. We will display here the component
expressions only for those operators that are not included in I. The component expressions
for operators constructed from tensor-valued functions T (Z, Z¯) are given in Appendix A.
In the Ka¨hler U(1) superspace formulation of supergravity, a general “F-term” La-
grangian takes the form [7]
LA = L(ΦA) =
1
2
∫
d4θ
E
R
ΦA + h.c., (2.7)
3
where Φ is a chiral superfield of Ka¨hler U(1) weight w(Φ) = 2. Here we construct these fields
as bilinears in chiral superfields of weight 1, namely the Yang-Mills field strength superfield
W aα , the curvature superfield Wαβγ (the lowest components of the totally symmetrized spino-
rial derivatives D{γWαβγ}
∣∣∣ are elements of the Riemann tensor), and the superfields
Tα = −1
8
(
Dα˙Dα˙ − 8R
)
Tˆα, Tˆα = TiDαZ i, (2.8)
where Ti(Z, Z¯) is any (tensor-valued) zero-weight function of the chiral and anti-chiral su-
perfields. In particular, the chiral superfield
Kα = Xα = −1
8
(
Dα˙Dα˙ − 8R
)
DαK, (2.9)
was introduced in [7]; the lowest component of its spinorial derivative −1
2
DαXα| is the kinetic
term for matter fields in the classical Lagrangian. Then defining
ΦW =
1
6
W αβγWαβγ , Φ
a
Y M =
1
4
W αa W
a
α , Φα = −
1
2
XβXβ, (2.10)
we may write (see Appendix A), up to total derivatives and field redefinitions,
L˜0 = 41L˜χ + 6
(
Lχ − CaLaY M + Lˆ0
)
− 20
3
Lα,
L˜χ = LW +
1
2
Lχ +
1
9
Lα, L˜G = −3L˜χ + 6Lχ − 1
3
Lα, (2.11)
where Ca is the quadratic Casimir in the adjoint representation of the gauge subgroup Ga :
Tr(TaTb)adj = δabCa with Ta a generator of Ga and Tb any generator. Lα is given in component
form in (2.40) of I. The operators Lχ and
Lˆ0 =
(
Vˆ + 2M2
)
Kim¯Dµz¯m¯Dµzi +M2
(
2Vˆ + 3M2 + 2D
)
+DµzjDµziDν z¯m¯Dν z¯n¯Kin¯Kjm¯ (2.12)
are “D-terms” of the form
LA = L(φA) =
∫
d4θEφA = − 1
16
∫
d4θ
E
R
(
D¯2 − 8R
)
φA + h.c., w(φA) = 0. (2.13)
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To include these we define the zero-weight real superfields
T αβ˙
αβ˙
=
1
16
DαZ iDαZjDβ˙Z¯m¯Dβ˙Z¯ n¯Tijm¯n¯,
φWT =
x
2
W αa DαZ iW aβ˙Dβ˙Z¯m¯Tim¯, T αα =
1
2
DαZ iDαZjTij + h.c.,
φWa
b
=
x2
4
W αa W
b
αW
a
β˙
W β˙b , φW =
x2
4
W αa W
a
αW
b
β˙
W β˙b . (2.14)
With these definitions we have
φχ =
1
3
φˆ0 − 1
6
φWK +
1
3
φWa
b
, φˆ0 = K
αβ˙Kαβ˙ − eK |W (Z)|2. (2.15)
The last term in φˆ0 is equivalent to a renormalization of the Ka¨hler potential; up to a field-
dependent Weyl scaling and higher order terms in the loop expansion parameter, the shift
in L/√g due to a shift F (Z, Z¯) in the Ka¨hler potential is given by
1√
g
∆FL = ∆FL = −F Vˆ +
(
e−KA¯iAm¯ +DµziDµz¯m¯
)
∂i∂m¯F
−
{
∂iF
[
e−KA¯iA +
1
2x
Da(T az)i
]
+ h.c.
}
=
1√
g
∫
d4θEF. (2.16)
As shown in Appendix A, Lχ can be obtained as a linear combination of Lα and an operator
generated by a metric field redefinition that eliminates terms quadratic in the space-time
scalar curvature and the Ricci tensor. That is, it is equivalent to a linear combination of
Lα and a D-term (2.13) constructed from the superfields that determine the elements of
the super-Riemann and torsion tensors [7]: φa = RR¯, GaG
a, . . .. In addition we have the
F-terms L1, L2 with
Φ1 = 2C
M
a Φ
a
Y M −
1
2
Γiαj
[
Γjiα + 2(Ta)
j
iW
a
α
]
,
Φ2 =
1
3
Xα
[
Γα + 2(Ta)
i
iW
a
α
]
, Γα = Γ
i
iα, (2.17)
where Z i is a matter chiral superfield (w(Z) = 0), Γijk is an element of the affine connection
associated with the Ka¨hler metric, and CMa is the matter quadratic Casimir for the gauge
subgroup Ga: (TaTb)ii = δabCMa . These contributions to (2.2) are canceled by identical contri-
butions from negative signature PV chiral superfields ZI with the same gauge charges and
Ka¨hler metric as the matter fields.
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The terms proportional to L0,χ,g are partially canceled by the introduction of PV chiral
superfields φC with Ka¨hler metric
KCC¯ = e
αCK , ΓCDi = αCδ
C
DKi, Γ
C
Dα = αCδ
C
DXα, (2.18)
some of which carry gauge charge. Assuming
∑
C(Ta)
C
C = 0, the φ
C-loop gives a contribution:
(L1 + L2)φC = η
C
[
2CaL
a
Y M +
(
αC − 2
3
)
αCLα
]
, (2.19)
where ηC = ±1 denotes the signature of the PV field ΦC . The operator L3 depends both
on elements Rim¯jn¯ of the Ka¨hler Riemann tensor and on covariant scalar derivatives of
A = eKW ; it is the bosonic part of a D-term3 (2.13):
φ3 =
1
2
Rαk lα R
β˙
kβ˙l
+
(
Rαk lα e
−K/2Akl + h.c.
)
. (2.20)
Cancellation of this term and of the logarithmic divergence in the renormalization of the
Ka¨hler potential in (2.2) require PV chiral superfields ZI with nonvanishing KIJ , and with
superpotential couplings to the light chiral multiplets. The part of KR that depends on
the gauge couplings of the light fields is canceled by superpotential couplings of the PV
fields Φa to the Z i and to PV chiral fields YI that transform according to the gauge group
representation that is conjugate to the light matter representation. These couplings are given
explicitly in Section 3, slightly modified with respect to those adopted in I, as required by
the presence of the dilaton. The superfield form of the operator L′0 is
L′0 = L(φ
′
0) + L(Φ
′
0), φ
′
0 = φWK − 4φWk − 2φWab − 4φW ,
Φ′0 = 12W
α
a T
a
α , T
a
α = −
1
8
(
D¯2 − 8R
) (
x−1Dafˆα
)
, fi =
∂f
∂Z i
. (2.21)
This term and the remaining contributions to L0,χ,g are canceled by the introduction of
massive Abelian gauge fields, some of which couple to the light Yang-Mills fields through
a nontrivial gauge kinetic function, as described in I. The superfield structure of L′g is less
transparent. It is equivalent up to terms that vanish on shell to linear combinations of the
3Note that Tkl = e
−K/2Akl(Z, Z¯) is a superfield of weight w(Tkl) = 2; its spinorial derivatives satisfy
Dβ˙Tkl = eK/2Dβ˙Z¯m¯Dm¯
(
e−KAkl
)
, DαTkl = e−K/2DαZiAkli. For general dilaton couplings, L3 contains the
additional term 1
2
f ie−KA¯jR k li j AklW which vanishes in the model considered here since Ass = 0.
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the generic operators introduced above and D-terms that involve supergravity superfields:
φ = Gαβ˙Kss¯DαSDβ˙S¯, . . .. As shown in Appendix C, this term must be exactly canceled by
PV Abelian gauge multiplets that couple to the dilaton.
2.2 PV regularization with a dilaton
The ultraviolet divergent one-loop corrections to supergravity were calculated [8]–[10] in the
presence of a nontrivial gauge kinetic function of the form:
fab(Z) = δabf(Z)ka, f(z) = x+ iy 6= constant. (2.22)
In [1] it was shown that the dilaton-induced quadratically divergent contribution, given by
[Tα is defined as in (2.8)]
STrH ∋ −2NGfif¯m¯
(f + f¯)2
(
A¯iAm¯ + DµziDµz¯m¯
)
= −NG DαTα| , Ti = Di ln(f + f¯), (2.23)
can be regulated by the introduction of NG additional Pauli-Villars chiral multiplets π
α with
K(π, π¯) =
∑
α
(f + f¯)|πα|2, W (π) =∑
α
µπα(π
α)2, ηπα = +1. (2.24)
The expression for the logarthmically divergent loop corrections [10] with an arbitrary holo-
morphic function f(Z) is very complicated. Here we consider the much simpler case of the
string dilaton, with the dilaton couplings defined by (2.1). For this model (2.23) takes the
form
STrH ∋ −2NG
(
M2 +
∂µs∂
µs¯
4x2
)
= NG Dαkα| , (2.25)
and the gravitino mass is equal to the gaugino mass:
M2λ =M
2
ψ =M
2 = e−KAsA¯
s. (2.26)
In addition we have
f + f¯ = e−K(S,S¯) = e−k, (2.27)
so instead of introducing the additional PV fields in (2.24), we need only modify the Ka¨hler
potential for the gauge fields φC used in [1, 3] to regulate gravity loops:
K(φC , φ¯C) =
∑
C
eαCK+βCk|φC |2, (2.28)
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where the case of canonical gauge kinetic energy, f(Z) = 1, is recovered for βC = 0.
A term proportional to (2.25) is also generated if Abelian gauge PV superfields couple
to the dilaton. We find that it is this latter mechanism that must be used in order to cancel
the dilaton-dependent logarithmic divergences that arise from gauge loops. We will also
need to introduce chiral PV multiplets with a Ka¨hler potential of the form (2.28), with the
constraints (see Appendix C) ∑
C
ηCβC =
∑
C
ηCβCαC = 0. (2.29)
3 Anomaly-free supergravity
Here we assume that there are no gauge or mixed gauge-gravitational anomalies: TrT a =
Tr({Ta, Tb}Tc) = 0, where Ta is a generator of the gauge group. This section closely follows
I, and the reader is referred to that paper for the contributions that are unchanged when
the dilaton is included.
We introduce Pauli-Villars chiral supermultiplets ZIα = Z˜
I
α, Ẑα, that transform under the
gauge group like Z iα, and Y
α
I = Y˜
α
I , Ŷ
α
I , that transform according to the conjugate represen-
tation, as well as gauge singlets Y 0, Z0, and chiral multiplets Φaα = ϕ
a
α, ϕ˜
a
α, ϕˆ
a
α, that transform
according to the adjoint representation of the gauge group. Additional charged fields XAβ
and UβA transform according to the representation R
a
A and its conjugate, respectively, under
the gauge group factor Ga, and V Aβ transforms according to a (pseudo)real representation
that is traceless and anomaly-free. Their gauge couplings satisfy∑
β,A
ηAβ C
a
A =
∑
i
Cai ≡ CaM , (3.1)
where
TrR
(
T aT b
)
= δabC
a
R, (3.2)
which may imply a constraint on the matter representations of the gauge group in the light
spectrum, as discussed in I. In addition, we introduce gauge singlets ϕγ , as well as U(1)
gauge supermultiplets Wγ = W
0
γ ,W
s
γ , with signatures η
0
γ, η
s
γ , respectively, that form massive
vector supermultiplets with chiral multiplets Z0,sγ = e
θ0,sγ of the same signature and U(1)β
charge qγδγβ .
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For the Pauli-Villars fields we take, for illustrative purposes, the Ka¨hler potential
KPV =
∑
γ
[
eα
φ
γK+β
φ
γkφγ φ¯γ +
1
2
νγ(θγ + θ¯γ)
2 + eK/2
∑
A
(
|XAγ |2 + |UγA|2 + |V Aγ |2
)]
+
∑
α,a
(
eGϕaαϕ¯
α
a + e
kϕˆaα ˆ¯ϕ
α
a + ϕ˜
a
α
˜¯ϕ
α
a
)
+
∑
α
(
KZα +K
Y
α
)
,
KZα =
∑
I,J=i,j
[
Ki¯Z
I
αZ¯
J¯
α +
bZ
2
(
KIJZ
I
αZ
J
α + h.c.
)]
+ |Z0α|2,
KYα =
∑
I,J=i,j
KIJ¯Y Y
α
I Y¯
α
J¯ − aYα
∑
I=i
(
Y αI Y¯
0
ακ
i
Y + h.c.
)
+ |Y α0 |2
[
1 +
(
aYα
)2
κiY κ
Y
i
]
,
KIJ¯
Ŷ
= Ki¯, KIJ¯
Y˜
= eαIK+βIkδi¯, αI 6=S =
1
2
, βS = −2, αS = βI 6=S = 0,
KIJ = ∂i∂jK −KiKj − 1
2x
(fiKj + fjKi)− 1
2x2
fifj , b
Z˜ = 1, bẐ = 0,
κY˜i = −
1
2x
fi, κ
Ŷ
i = Ki +
1
2x
fi, κ
i
Y = K
im¯κYm¯, a
Y˜
α = 1, a
Ŷ
α = aα, (3.3)
and Ki¯ is the inverse metric. We take the superpotential
WPV = W1 +W2,
W1 =
∑
α,β
[∑
I
µZαβZ
I
αY
β
I + µ
0
αβZ
0
αY
β
0 +
∑
a
µΦαβΦ
a
αΦ
a
β
]
+
1
2
∑
γ
µφγ (φ
γ)2 +
∑
Aγ
(
µXγ U
γ
AX
A
γ +
1
2
µVγ (V
γ
A )
2
)
W2 =
∑
α
[
aαWiẐ
I
αŶ
α
0 +WẐ
I
αŶ
α
I + 2gαϕ
a
α+1Ŷ
α
I (TaZ)
i
]
+
∑
α
[
1
2
Z˜IαZ˜
J
αWij + cαZ˜
S
α Y˜
α
S W
]
, (3.4)
where the index a refers to the light gauge degrees of freedom. Finally, we take for the gauge
kinetic functions:
fab = δab
(
S +
∑
α
hαfiZ˜
I
αY˜
α
0
)
, faγs = 0,
f 0γβ = δγβ, f
s
γβ = δγβS, f
aγ
0 =
∑
β
eγβϕˆaβ, . (3.5)
The matrices µαβ, dαβ, eαβ, are nonvanishing only when they couple fields of the same sig-
nature. The parameters µ, ν, play the role of effective cut-offs. The parameters a, b, c, d, e, h,
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are of order unity, and are chosen to satisfy4:
a =
∑
α
ηŶα a
2
α = −2, a′ =
∑
α
ηŶα a
4
α = +2,
c =
∑
α
ηZ˜α c
2
α = 5, g =
∑
α
ηŶα g
2
αa
2
α = −1,
∑
α
ηŶα g
2
α = 1,
e =
1
2
∑
α,β
ηϕˆαe
2
αβ = −4 = 3e′, e′ =
1
4
∑
αβγδ
ηϕˆγ e
β
αe
γ
βe
δ
γe
α
δ ,
h =
∑
α
ηZ˜αh
2
α = 2, w =
∑
α
ηZ˜αhαcα = 1. (3.6)
The signatures of the chiral PV multiplets satisfy
∑
α
ηϕα =
∑
α
ηϕˆα =
∑
α
ηϕ˜α = 1, η
ϕ
1+α = η
Ẑ
α , η
ϕ
1 = +1, η
U
α = η
X
α ,∑
α
ηZ˜α = −1,
∑
α
ηẐα = 0, η
Z˜
α = η
Y˜
α , η
Ẑ
α = η
Ŷ
α ,∑
γ
η0γ = −12,
∑
γ
ηsγ = −NG,
∑
γ
ηθγ = −12−NG = N ′G, (3.7)
and, from the results of I, we require for the exponents in (3.3)
α =
∑
C
ηCαC = −10, α′ =
∑
C
ηCα
2
C = −4, (3.8)
where in (3.8) and throughout this section φC is any chiral PV field except Z, Ŷ , and αY˜
S
α =
0, βY˜
S
α = −2. The Ka¨hler potential for ϕaα assures the Ka¨hler anomaly matching condition
for the term quadratic in the Yang-Mills field strength, as discussed in I and in Section 4
below, as well as the correct form of the gauge-dependent contribution to the renormalization
of the Ka¨hler potential.
4The contribution to K ′, Eq. (3.15) below, from the last term in (3.4) differs from that of I, where in
(2.5) we set c = −2−N ′G = 10 +NG, by the term −NGM2 needed to cancel the NGM2 term in (2.2).
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3.1 Quadratic divergences
For the class of supergravity theories considered here, the on shell5 quadratically divergent
contribution is proportional to
STrH =
1
2
(3 +NG −N) DαXα|+
(
Vˆ +M2
)
(7 + 3NG −N)
+NG Dαkα|+ DαΓα| , (3.9)
where Xα = Kα, etc. are the chiral superfields defined in (2.8). The contribution of the
Pauli-Villars fields to STrH is
STrHPV =
(
3
∑
γ
ηθγ −
∑
P
ηP
)(
Vˆ +M2
)
− 1
2
(∑
P
ηP −
∑
γ
ηθγ
)
DαXα|
+
∑
γ
ηsγ Dαkα|+
∑
P
ηP DαΓPPα
∣∣∣ , (3.10)
where P refers to all heavy chiral multiplets: φP = ZI , YI , φ
C . From (2.28) we have
ΓIIα = Γα, Γ
C
Dα = (αCXα + βCkα) δ
C
D, (3.11)
and we obtain for the contribution from heavy PV modes:
STrHPV = −1
2
(N ′ −N ′G − 2α) DαXα|+
(
Vˆ +M2
)
(3N ′G −N ′)− DαΓα|
+(β + f) Dαkα| ,
β =
∑
C
ηCβC , N
′ =
∑
P
ηP , N
′
G =
∑
γ
ηθγ , f =
∑
γ
ηsγ . (3.12)
Using (3.8), the absence of quadratic divergences requires
N ′ = 3α+ 1−N = −29 −N, β + f = −NG,
N ′G = α− 2−NG = −12−NG. (3.13)
As explained in [1, 3] the O(µ2) contribution to S0 + S1 =
∫
d4x (L0 + L1) takes the
form of a correction to the Ka¨hler potential, once additional finiteness contraints on the PV
masses have been imposed. Throughout this section we set (see Appendix C)
β = 0, f = −NG, β ′ =
∑
C
ηCβ
2
C = 2,
∑
C
ηCαCβC = 0. (3.14)
5Specifically, a contribution proportional to r− DαXα|−6(Vˆ +M2), where r is the space-time curvature,
can be removed to one-loop order by a scalar field dependent Weyl transfromation.
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3.2 Logarithmic divergences
The Pauli-Villars contribution to (2.2) is, after an appropriate space-time metric redefinition,
LPV = √g lnΛ
2
32π2
[
N ′GLg −NGL′g +N ′Lχ +
∑
P
ηP
(
LP1 + L
P
2
)
+ LZ3 + LW + eLe
]
+∆K ′L, K ′ = lnΛ
2
32π2
e−K
∑
P,Q
ηPAPQA¯
PQ. (3.15)
Using (3.6)–(3.8), (3.14) and (2.26), the PV contributions found in I are modified to read6
K ′ =
lnΛ2
32π2
[
−e−KAijA¯ij + 2(a+ 1)Vˆ + (2c+ 4− 2a+N ′G)M2 + 4Kaa + 8gD
]
= − ln Λ
2
32π2
[
e−KAijA¯
ij + 2Vˆ + (NG − 6)M2 − 4Kaa − 8D
]
, (3.16)
LW = 6e
′L(φWa
b
) + 2hL(φW)− 2wLW = 2eL(φWa
b
) + 4L(φW)− 2L′W ,
Le = L(Φe) + L(φe), Φe = −1
6
Φ′0,
φe = φWK − φWk − 4D − 4φWa
b
, (3.17)∑
P
ηPL
P
2 = −L2 −
2
3
αLα,
∑
P
ηPLP1 = −L1 + 6LaYM + α′Lα + β ′Lβ + LY1 ,
LY1 + L
Z
3 =
(
LY1 + L
Z
3
)
I
− 1
3
L(Φ′0)− 2Lβ + 2L′W − 8∆M2L
= −L3 + 4∆Vˆ L+ 4∆M2L+ 8∆DL−
1
3
L(Φ′0)− 2Lβ + 2L′W − 8∆M2L,
Lβ = L(Φβ), Φβ = −1
2
kαkα, L
′
W = x
(
W +W
) (
Vˆ +M2
)
, (3.18)
where the subscript I refers to the result of I. The contributions Lα and Lβ follow immediately
from Eqs. (3.11) and (2.17). Lβ and L(Φ
′
0) are given explicitly in Appendix B, Eq. (B.26).
6See Appendix B of I and Appendix B below.
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In I the logarithmic divergences were found to cancel7 with e = −3. Hence we write
eLe + LW(e) = −3 (Le)I + (LW)I + L′e − 2L′W − 4(3 + e)∆DL, L′e = L(φ′e) + L(Φ′e),
Φ′e = −
e
6
Φ′0, φ
′
e = 4φW + (3 + e)
(
φWK − 2φWa
b
)
− φWk. (3.19)
The renormalization of the Ka¨hler potential is now finite if e = −4. Complete cancellation
of the ultra-violet divergences then requires, once the conditions (3.8), (3.14) are imposed,
L′0 + L
′
e −
1
3
L(Φ′0) = 0, (3.20)
which is achieved for e = −4.
3.3 Soft supersymmetry breaking terms
Pauli-Villars regularization can be used to calculate one-loop contributions to soft supersym-
metry breaking. The calculation of gaugino masses has been given in [11] for string-derived
supergravity with the dilaton in a linear supermultiplet, and including a Green-Schwarz
(GS) term. These include the “anomaly mediated” contribution [12, 13] as well as addi-
tional model-dependent contributions. A general analysis of soft supersymmetry breaking
terms in this class of models will be given elsewhere [14]. As an example, we calculate here
the one-loop induced A-term for supergravity theories with matter in chiral supermultiplets.
To obtain this contribution we take constant background fields, and the effective one-loop
potential is given simply by
L = i
2
∫
d4p
(2π)4
STr ln η
(
p2 −m2 −H
)
= − 1
32π2
STrη
[ (
hm2 +
1
2
g2
)
ln(m2)
+
1
2
h2 ln
(
m2
µ2
)
+
3hg2
6m2
− g
4
24m4
+O(
1
m2
)
]
, (3.21)
7These operators are the bosonic parts of D-terms of the form (2.13) with:
(φW)I = −6φWab , (φe)I + 4D = φWK − 4φWab = 2φˆ0 − 6φχ − 2φWab ,
from which it follows immediately that the conditions (2.20) and (2.46) of I give L + LPV = 0. The term
−3Caδab
(Wab +H.c.)+ 4∆DL is missing from the right hand side of the third of Eqs. (2.43) of I, and 8D
should be replaced by (8 − 4e)D in the second of those equations.
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where µ is the normalization scale, and h + g is the effective field-dependent squared mass
with the PV mass term removed:
HPV = H +m
2, H = h+ g, h ∼ m0, g ∼ m1. (3.22)
We dropped a term −1
6
rSTrH in the integrand; in the constant background field approxi-
mation r → V after a Weyl transformation. Assuming < V >= 0, terms proportional to
V can at most contribute small corrections to soft terms already present at tree level. The
second equality in Eq. (3.21) is schematic: [H,m2] 6= 0 in general.
Soft terms are generated by the PV fields ΦA = Z˜I , ŶI , ϕ
a that govern the wave function
renormalization through the dimension three operators in W2, Eq. (3.4). We denote by
Φα = Y˜ I , ẐI , ϕ′a, respectively, the fields to which to which they couple in W1:
W1(Φ
A,Φα) =
∑
A=α
µAΦ
AΦα. (3.23)
Setting
KAA¯ = hA(z), Kαα¯ = hα(z), (3.24)
we have
m2A = m
2
α = fAµ
2
A, fA = e
Kg−1A g
−1
α . (3.25)
The first two terms in Eq. (3.21) are the shift in the potential due to the shift δK
in the Ka¨hler potential. The first term, proportional to m2, corresponds [1] to δK =∑
P cPm
2
P , cP = constant. They contribute A-terms and scalar masses proportional to those
already contained in the tree potential, with coefficients suppressed by the factor 1/32π2
(m2 ∼ 1 in reduced Planck units), and we neglect them.
From the general matrix elements evaluated in Appendix C of [10], assuming D-terms
vanish, dropping derivatives, space-time curvature and gauge fields, we have
(Hχ)AB = = h
A
B = e
−KAABA¯
AB, (Hχ)αβ = 0,
(Hχ)αD = K
αβ¯µBK
B¯CACD = g
α
D = e
−KfAµAAAD,
(Hχ)Aβ = A¯
ABµB = g
A
β , (H
φ)PQ = (H
χ)PQ + δ
P
Q
(
Vˆ +M2
)
, (3.26)
for fermions χ and scalars φ, respectively. For the reasons given above we can neglect the
Vˆ term, and terms containing only powers of Hχ cancel in the supertrace. The M2 term
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does not contribute in leading order to the A-terms, so they get contributions only from the
scalar trace terms that have factors of HφPQ:
HφAB = hAB = e
−K
(
A¯iDiAAB − AABA¯
)
, hαβ = 0,
HφAβ = gAβ = e
−KA¯iDi
(
eKWAβ
)
− A¯WAβ = −δAβµA
(
A¯− A¯i∂ifA
)
. (3.27)
Taking into account the fact that [H,m2] 6= 0 in the integral Eq. (3.21), we have on the
right hand side:
Trh2 ln(m2/µ2) → 2∑
AB
ηA
(
hABh
B
A + hABh
AB
) [
q(m2A, m
2
B)− lnµ2
]
,
q(m2A, m
2
B) =
m2A ln(m
2
A/µ
2)−m2B ln(m2B/µ2)
m2A −m2B
− 1, (3.28)
and
Tr
3hg2
6m2
→ ∑
AB
ηAh
A
B¯
[
gB¯β g
β
A
∂
∂m2B
q(m2A, m
2
B) + g
B¯
α¯ g
α¯
A
∂
∂m2A
q(m2A, m
2
B)
]
+ h.c.
= −e−3K/2∑
AB
ηA
[ (
mG˜ + F¯
m¯∂m¯ ln fB
)
m2B
∂
∂m2B
q(m2A, m
2
B)
+
(
mG˜ + F¯
m¯∂m¯ ln fA
)
m2A
∂
∂m2A
q(m2A, m
2
B)
]
ηAA¯
i(DiAAB)A¯
AB
+h.c.+ · · · , (3.29)
where F¯ m¯ = −e−K/2Am¯ is the auxiliary field of the superfield Z¯m¯. In (3.29) we have explicitly
retained only contributions to A-terms (and “B-terms”). Scalar masses get contributions
from additional terms in (3.29) as well as from Trg4/24m2 in (3.21). The one-loop corrected
scalar kinetic term is
LKE = Dµz¯iDµz¯m¯ (Kim¯ + δKim¯) = Dµz¯iDµz¯m¯(Z 12 )jiKjn¯(Z
1
2 )n¯m¯,
(Z
1
2 )ji = δ
i
j +
1
2
Kjn¯δKin¯,
δK = − 1
32π2
e−K
∑
AB
ηAA¯
ABAAB
[
q(m2A, m
2
B)− lnµ2
]
, (3.30)
where zR is the renormalized field, and the matrix-valued anomalous dimension is
γji = K
jn¯Dn¯Di
∂
∂µ2
δK =
1
32π2
DjDi(e
−K
∑
AB
ηAA¯
ABAAB) = e
−K
∑
AB
ηAA¯
jABAiAB + · · · ,
=
1
32π2
[
eKWiklW
jkl − 4g2(T aφ)iKjm¯(Taφ¯)m¯
]
+ . . . . (3.31)
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where the ellipses represent higher order terms. To evaluate the A-terms we expand Eqs.
(3.28) and (3.29) in terms of the light gauge-charged fields φi. For example we have
STrh2 = 2
(
hABh
AB + hABh
B
A
)
= −2mG˜e−3K/2A¯i(DiAAC)A¯AC + h.c.+ · · ·
= −2mG˜e−K/2A¯iφm¯Kjm¯γji + h.c. + · · · . (3.32)
If at tree level we have
Kim¯ = hi(z)δim +O(|φ|2), Ai = eK
(
cijkφ
jφk + µijφ
j
)
+O|φ|3, (3.33)
using (
m2B
∂
∂m2B
+m2A
∂
∂m2A
)
q(m2A, m
2
B) = 1, (3.34)
we get a one-loop contribution to the A-term
L1A =
1
32π2
e−K/2φm¯A¯iKjm¯γ
j
i
[
m2
G˜
(
1 + ln(m2ij/µ
2)
)
+ F¯ p¯∂p¯ lnm
2
ij
]
+ h.c.
=
∑
ijk
e−K/2h−1j φ
i
Rφ
k
R
[∑
l
φlRcjkl(hi/hkhl)
1
2 +mjk(hi/hk)
1
2
]
γij ×[
mG˜
(
1 + ln(m2ij/µ
2)
)
+ F m¯∂m¯ ln fij
]
+ h.c. + · · · ,
lnm2ij =
1
32π2
∑
AB
q(m2A, m
2
B)D
jDi(e
−KA¯ABAAB)/γ
j
i ,
∂m¯ ln fij =
1
32π2
∑
AB
[
∂m¯q(m
2
A, m
2
B)
]
DjDi(e
−KA¯ABAAB)/γ
j
i . (3.35)
Note that the term linear in φ in Ai can arise from a quadratic term in the superpotential or
in the Ka¨hler potential; the relation between the corresponding supermultiplet mass and the
one-loop induced “B-term” is the same in both cases. If m2ij = µ
2 and one assumes canonical
kinetic energy for both the light fields and the PV fields, LA reduces to the “anomaly
mediated” term found in [13]. The contributions that depend explicitly on the PV masses are
contained in the component field expression of the superfield operator (2.16) that determines
the renormalization of the Ka¨hler potential. The term proportional to ln(m2ij/µ
2) is not
negligible if the scale of supersymmetry breaking is significantly below the Planck scale. A
further model dependence is in the ∂m¯lnfij terms.
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In contrast to the case of gaugino masses studied in [11], the one-loop corrections to the
soft terms in the scalar potential are sensitive to the details of the Pauli-Villars regularization.
In the gaugino mass case, the PV squared mass matrix commutes with relevant (gauge
superfield dependent) matrix elements. The regulator masses appear only through the lnm2
term, averaged over all charged PV fields, and only the field dependent part fP (z) of m
2
P =
fP (z)µ
2
P contributes to gaugino masses. The field dependence (i.e., the dependence on fields
that do not vanish in the vacuum, such as the dilaton and moduli) on this “average” lnm2
is completely fixed in terms of the field-dependence of the light field Ka¨hler metrics. Both
the requirements of finiteness discussed in Section 3 above and the supersymmetry of the
Ka¨hler anomaly [16] uniquely determine the field dependence of lnm2 once the tree-level
theory (including possible couplings of charged matter to a GS term) is specified. However,
only a subset of charged PV fields contribute to the renormalization of the Ka¨hler potential.
While the Ka¨hler metrics of the fields ΦA that appear in W2 is determined by the finiteness
requirement, the metrics of the fields Φα to which they couple in W1 is arbitrary. Since
the associated Ka¨hler anomaly is a D-term, it is supersymmetric by itself and there is
no constraint analogous to the conformal/chiral anomaly matching in the case of gauge
field renormalization with an F-term anomaly. As a consequence the “non-universal” terms
appearing in L1soft cannot be determined precisely in the absence of a detailed theory of
Planck scale physics. In the following sections we give examples in which the PV masses
that contribute to L1soft are field independent.
4 String-derived supergravity and T-duality
Effective field theories from superstring compactifications are perturbatively invari-
ant [17] under an SL(2, Z) group (T-duality) of transformations on the chiral superfields
Z → Z ′(Z), which is a subgroup of a continuous SL(2, R) group, itself a symmetry of the
classical Lagrangian. Here we will refer to both groups as modular transformations. They
effect a Ka¨hler transformation:
K(Z, Z¯) → K(Z ′, Z¯ ′) = K ′(Z, Z¯) = K(Z, Z¯) + F (Z) + F¯ (Z¯),
W (Z) → W (Z ′) =W ′(Z) = e−F (Z)W (Z), (4.1)
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and therefore leave the classical Lagrangian invariant. Because (4.1) includes phase trans-
formations on chiral fermions, the symmetry is anomalous at the quantum level. Ungauged
nonlinear σ-models were considered in I, where it was shown that, while the PV Ka¨hler
potential can be chosen to be invariant under (4.1), regularization of the theory with invari-
ant PV masses requires constraints on the light spectrum. Moreover, for gauged σ-models,
invariant regularization does not appear to be possible for any choice of spectrum. Indeed, in
supergravity theories obtained from orbifold compactifications of string theory, the (weighted
average) masses of gauge nonsinglet PV chiral multiplets are fixed [16] by matching field the-
ory and string theory loop corrections to the moduli-Yang-Mills couplings, and cannot all
be invariant under T-duality transformations.
Specifically, we consider a class of orbifold compactifications with, in addition to the
dilaton, the chiral superfields Zp = T i,Φp, where T i, i = 1, 2, 3, are the untwisted moduli,
and the Ka¨hler potential
G =
∑
i
gi + eg
p |Φp|2 +O
(
|Φp|4
)
,
gp =
∑
i
qpi g
i, gi = − ln
(
T i + T¯ ı¯
)
. (4.2)
The modular transformation
T i → T ′i = aT
i − ib
icT i + d
, S → S ′ = S, ad− bc = 1,
Φp → Φ′p = e−qipF iΦp, F i = ln
(
icT i + d
)
, (4.3)
where qip are the modular weights of Φ
p, effects the Ka¨hler transformation (4.1) with
F (Z) =
∑
i
F i(T i). (4.4)
Setting to zero the gauge-charged background fields, the one-loop corrected Lagrangian
contains the term8:
L1 ∋ 1
64π2
∑
a
F µνa F
a
µν
∑
α
ηαTr
(
Cφa lnM
2
)
α
,
(M2)PQ = e
KKPM¯µM¯N¯K
N¯RµRQ, (C
φ
a )
P
Q = δ
P
QC
P
a , (4.5)
8The sign of this term in (3.3)–(3.7) of I is incorrect
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and CPa = (TrT
2
a )P is the eigenvalue of the quadratic Casimir operator on φ
P . Since the
parameters µPQ of the superpotential (3.4) and – for vanishing gauge-charged background
fields – the elements KPM¯ of the metric connect only fields φ
P with the same values of CPa ,
we have ∑
α
ηαTr
(
Cφa lnM
2
)
α
=
∑
P
ηPCPa Tr lnM
2
P =
∑
P
ηPCPa lnDetM
2
P . (4.6)
With the choice of Ka¨hler potential (3.3) we have, for P,M 6= T I , S:
KPM¯Z = δ
PMeq
i
P g
i
, KPM¯
Ŷ
= δPMe−q
i
P g
i
, KPM¯
X,U,V,Y˜
= eK/2δPM ,
M2X,U,V = µ
2
X,U,V , M
2
Ẑ,Ŷ
= eKµ2
Ẑ,Ŷ
, DetM2Φa = e
KDetµ2Φa,
M2
Z˜,Y˜
= e
1
2
(K−2
∑
i
qigi)µ2
Z˜,Y˜
, qi = diag(qip1, · · · , qiPN−4). (4.7)
Then using the constraints (3.7) we obtain
L1 ∋ 1
64π2
∑
a
F µνa F
a
µν
[∑
P
ηPCPa lnDetµ
2
P −
∑
p
Cap
(
K − 2∑
i
qipg
i
)
+ CaK
]
. (4.8)
As is well known [18]–[20], [16], invariance under (4.3) is restored by the GS mechanism; the
Ka¨hler potential of the dilaton9 and its modular transformation property are modified to
read
k = − ln
(
S + S¯ +
CE8
8π2
G
)
, S ′ = S − CE8
8π2
F, (4.9)
so that the variation of L1, and of model-dependent threshold corrections, are canceled by a
variation in the tree-level coupling of the dilaton to the Yang-Mills fields. The contribution
in (4.8) satisfies the string matching condition [16] when the Green-Schwarz term and the
string-loop threshold corrections are included. Threshold corrections [18, 21] can be included
as moduli-dependent terms in the PV superpotential W1 : µP = µP (T
i).
In order to achieve full perturbative modular invariance, we must investigate more com-
pletely the anomaly structure of the one-loop corrected effective theory, including gauge
nonsinglet background fields. Supersymmetry relates conformal anomalies, associated with
logarithmic divergences, to chiral anomalies that arise from linearly divergent integrals in
9The Ka¨hler potential k no longer satisfies ρij = ai = 0, in the notation of [10], resulting in additional
contributions to the loop corrections. However the modification of k is of one-loop order, and hence the
corresponding one-loop corrections are of two-loop order, which we do not consider here.
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quantum corrections to the low energy effective theory. When the theory is regulated in
such a way that all integrals are finite, there are strictly speaking no anomalies, but a corre-
sponding noninvariance of the quantum corrected theory results from the noninvariance of
the regulator masses. For example, only light quark loops contribute to the chiral anomaly
that permits neutral pion decay; the anomaly from heavy quark loops is exactly canceled by
the explicit chiral symmetry breaking due to the quark mass term. The contribution of a
PV quark with negative signature has the opposite sign; it’s anomaly cancels the light quark
anomaly and one is left with the explicit breaking term that exactly reproduces the light
quark anomaly.
Provided we can define modular transformations on the PV fields such that KPV is
invariant and W2 is covariant (W → e−FW ), the noninvariance of the regulated one-loop
Lagrangian will arise solely from the noncovariance of W1 which governs the PV mass-
matrix MPV . The Ka¨hler potential for the θγ in (3.3) is modular invariant provided the
chiral superfields θ′γ = θγ under (4.1). In addition, if we take for the Φ
a mass term in (3.4)
W1(Φ
a) =
∑
α,a
[
µϕαϕ
a
αϕˆ
a
α +
1
2
µϕ˜αϕ˜
a
αϕ˜
a
α
]
, (4.10)
the superpotential for chiral fields ϕˆa with dilaton-like couplings is modular covariant. Then
the one loop action can be written as
L1 = Linv + Lχ, Lχ = i
2
STr ln
[
D2 +H(MPV )
]
χ
+ T−(MPV ), (4.11)
where Linv is modular invariant and Lχ contains only chiral supermultiplet loop contribu-
tions. As a result the masses and covariant derivatives appearing in the noninvariant contri-
bution contain no Dirac matrices except in the spin connection, and their contributions are
straightforward to evaluate.
As shown in I, under a transformation on the PV fields that leaves the tree Lagrangian
and the PV Ka¨hler potential invariant, with W2 covariant:
Φ′ = gΦ, M ′PV (Φ) =MPV (Φ
′)
L′ = Linv + Lχ(M˜PV ), M˜PV = g−1M ′PV g, (4.12)
because all the operators in the determinants except MPV are covariant. Therefore the
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anomalous shift in the Lagrangian is given simply by
∆L1 = Lχ(M˜PV )− Lχ(MPV ). (4.13)
As discussed in I, the quadratically divergent terms may be made invariant by constraints on
the PV mass parameters. In this paper we consider only anomalies arising from logarithmic
divergences and the associated chiral anomalies. As a first step toward the construction of
a modular invariant one-loop effective Lagrangian, we give examples below of regularization
prescriptions with modular covariant PV couplings except in the PV mass terms. In addition
we choose the mass terms such that the renormalization of the Ka¨hler potential is modular
invariant.
4.1 No-scale supergravity
First we consider a toy “superstring-inspired” model [22] with a single modulus T ; the Ka¨hler
potential and superpotential given by
K = k +G, G = −3 ln
T + T¯ − N−2∑
p=1
|Φp|2
 , W = dpqrΦpΦqΦr. (4.14)
The modular transformations are defined by
T → T ′ = aT − ib
icT + d
, S → S ′ = S, ad− bc = 1,
Φp → Φ′p = e−F/3Φp, F = 3 ln (icT + d) , (4.15)
To construct a modular invariant PV Ka¨hler potential and a modular covariant super-
potential W2, we note that if the PV Ka¨hler potential and superpotential of (3.3) and (3.4)
are modified by the additional terms
KPV = K
(3.3)
PV +
∑
α
[
ρα
∑
I=i
KiZ
I
αZ
0
α +
1
2
ρ′α
(
Z0α
)2
+ h.c.
]
W2 = W
(3.4)
2 +
∑
α
[
ρα
∑
I=i
WiZ
I
αZ
0
α −
1
2
ρ′α
(
Z0α
)2
W
]
. (4.16)
the one-loop corrections are unchanged:
AZ˜I0 = R
Z˜
n¯I0m¯ = A
Z˜
00 = R
Z˜
n¯00m¯ = 0. (4.17)
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For the Ka¨hler potential (4.14) we have, for Z i = T,Φq
Ki = Gi, ∂i∂jG =
1
3
GiGj , KIJ = −2
3
GiGj , (4.18)
and, under (4.15),
K ′i =
∂K(Z ′)
∂Z ′i
= N ji (Kj + Fj) , K
′
im¯ = N
k
i N
n¯
m¯Kkn¯,
K ′IJ = N
n
i N
m
j
[
KNM − 2
3
(FnKm + FmKn + FmFn)
]
. (4.19)
In addition,
W ′i = e
−FN ji (Wj − FjW ) ,
W ′ij =
∂2W (Z ′)
∂Z ′i∂Z ′j
= Nki ∂k
[
Nmj e
−F (Wm − FmW )
]
= e−FNki N
m
j [Wkm − FkWm − FmWk − (Fkm − FkFm)W
−N ln (Wl − Fl) ∂kMnm (4.20)
Writing the transformation (4.15) in the form
Z =
(
Φp
T
)
→ Z ′(Z), M ij =
∂Z ′i
∂Zj
, N ji =
∂Z ′j
∂Z i
,
M =
(
e−F/3δpq −13Fte−F/3Φq
0 e−2F/3
)
, N =
(
eF/3δpq
1
3
Fte
2F/3Φq
0 e2F/3
)
, (4.21)
and using
WpΦ
p = 3W, Fij = −1
3
FiFj , (4.22)
we obtain
W ′ij = N
n
i N
m
j
[
Wmn − 2
3
(FnWm + FmWn − FmFnW )
]
. (4.23)
If we also modify the Ka¨hler metric for Z˜ to read
KZ˜IJ¯ = Ki¯ + a
2GiG¯, K
Z˜
I 0¯ = aGi, K
Z˜
0J¯ = aG¯, (4.24)
the metric for Z˜ is just the inverse of that for Ŷ (see Appendix A of I), i.e. its inverse is
given by
KIJ¯Z¯ = K
i¯, K0J¯Z¯ = −aG¯, K00¯Z˜ = 1 + a2GiGi. (4.25)
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Because of (4.17), there is no additional contribution to LZ3 or K
′, but there is now a
contribution LZ˜1 similar to L
Ŷ
1 . We can incorporate this contribution if we change the values
of a
Y˜
and a′
Y˜
and the parameters in W2(Ŷ ). Moreover, nothing is changed if we substitute
W2(Ŷ , Ẑ)→W2(Ŷ , Z˜). Finally, because of the property (4.18), the derivatives of the Ka¨hler
metric Gim¯ satisfy:
Γiαj Γ
j
iα =
1
9
[
(N + 1)GαGα +G
iα
j G
j
iα
]
, Γiiα =
N
3
Gα,
Gα = G
i
iα, G
j
iα = −
1
8
(
Dα˙Dα˙ − 8R
) (
GiDαZj
)
,
Γjiα(T
a)ij =
1
3
Gaα, G
a
α = −
1
8
(
Dα˙Dα˙ − 8R
) [
GiDα(T aZ)i
]
, (4.26)
while the derivatives of the metrics for φC with βC = −1, and for ŶP 6=S, satisfy [see (2.41)
of I]
ΓCαD Γ
D
Cα = α
2
CG
αGα, Γ
C
Dα = αCGαδ
C
D,
ΓQPα(T
a)PQ = Γ
j
iα(T
a)ij + a
2Gaα, Γ
P
Pα = −Γiiα,
(Γ)PαQ (Γ)
Q
Pα = Γ
iα
j Γ
j
iα +
(
2
3
a2 + a4
) (
GαGα +G
iα
j G
j
iα
)
− 2
(
1
3
a2 + a4
)
GiαZ
i
α,
Giα = −1
8
(
Dα˙Dα˙ − 8R
)
GiDαG, Z iα = −
1
8
(
Dα˙Dα˙ − 8R
)
DαZ i. (4.27)
Therefore, since in addition kss¯ = e
2k, the contribution of fields with metric Kim¯ can be
canceled by an appropriate combination of Ŷ , Z˜, φ, provided some φ are gauge-charged.
As a consequence of the above, the ultraviolet divergences are still canceled if we modify
(3.3), (3.4), (3.6) and (3.7) to read [note that kiki = 1, and G
iGi = 3 is invariant under the
modular transformations (4.15)]
KPV =
∑
γ
[
eα
φ
γK+β
φ
γkφγ φ¯γ +
1
2
νγ(θγ + θ¯γ)
2
]
+ eK/2
∑
A
(
|XAγ |2 + |UγA|2 + |V Aγ |2
)
+
∑
α
[∑
a
(
eGϕaαϕ¯
α
a + e
kϕˆaα ˆ¯ϕ
α
a + ϕ˜
a
α
˜¯ϕ
α
a
)
+ eK
3∑
r=1
eβ
r
αk|φrα|2
]
+
∑
α
[
e−2k|φαS|2 + 2|φα0 |2 − e−k
(
φ¯αS¯φ
α
0 + h.c.
)
+ e2k|φSα|2
]
+
∑
α
∑
I 6=S
(
eG/3|φIα|2 + eK/2|φαI |2
)
+ eG/3|φ0α|2 +KZα +KYα

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KZα = e
αZG
{ ∑
I,J=i,j
[
ZIαZ¯
J¯
α
(
Gi¯ + a
2
αGiG¯
)
− b
3
(
GiGjZ
I
αZ
J
α + h.c.
)]
+ |Z0α|2
−
[∑
I=i
GiZ
I
α
(
2b
3aα
Z0α − aαZ¯0α
)
+
b
3a2α
(
Z0α
)2
+ h.c.
]}
,
KYα = e
αY G
 ∑
I,J=i,j
Gi¯Y αI Y¯
α
J¯ − aα
∑
I=i
(
Y αI Y¯
0
αG
i + h.c.
)
+ |Y α0 |2
(
1 + 3a2α
) ,
b˜ = 1, bˆ = 0, αZ˜ = αŶ = 0, αẐ = αY˜ = 1, (4.28)
W1 =
∑
α
∑
P 6=S
(
µ˜αZ˜
P
α Y˜
α
P + µˆαẐ
P
α Ŷ
α
P
)
+
∑
I 6=S
µφα
(
φIαφ
α
I +
1
2
(φ0α)
2
)
+
∑
α
[∑
a
(
µϕαϕ
a
αϕˆ
a
α +
1
2
µϕ˜αϕ˜
a
αϕ˜
a
α
)
+
∑
r
µSαφ
r
αφˆ
α
r
]
+
∑
Aγ
(
µXγ U
γ
AX
A
γ +
1
2
µVγ (V
γ
A )
2
)
+
1
2
∑
C,D
µφCDφ
CφD, (4.29)
W2 =
∑
α
{
1
2
WijZ˜
I
αZ˜
J
α +
1
3a2α
(
Z˜0α
)2
W − 2
3aα
WiZ˜
I
αZ˜
0
α + 2
∑
a
ϕaαŶ
α
I (TaZ)
i
}
+
√
2
∑
α>1
Z˜Iα
(
Ŷ αI W + aˆαWiŶ
α
0
)
+
∑
α
cαφ
S
αφ
α
SW, (4.30)
fab = δab
(
s+
∑
α
hαφ
S
αφ
α
0
)
, faαs = 0,
f 0αβ = δαβ, f
s
αβ = δαβS, f
aα
0 =
∑
β
eαβϕˆaβ, (4.31)
a˜ = −1
6
, a˜′ =
1
18
, aˆ = −aˆ′ = −1, aˆ1 = 0,
h = 2, e = −4 = 3e′, c = 5, w = 1, (4.32)∑
α
ηϕα =
∑
α
ηϕˆα =
∑
α
ηϕ˜α =
∑
α
ηẐα = −
∑
α
ηZ˜α = −
∑
α
ηrα = +1,
ηϕα = η
Ẑ
α = η
Ŷ
α , η
ϕˆ
α = η
ϕ
α , η
r
α = η
φI,0
α = η
φI,0
α , η
U
α = η
X
α ,
ηY˜α = η
Z˜
α , η
Z˜
α+1 = η
Ŷ
α+1, η
Z˜
1 = −ηŶ1 = −1,∑
γ
η0γ = −12,
∑
γ
ηsγ = −NG,
∑
γ
ηθγ = −12 −NG = N ′G, (4.33)
where φI , φI transform like Z
I , YI , respectively, under the gauge group, φˆ
r = φS, φS, φ0, and
in W1 the sum over φ
C includes φP=I,0 but not φ
P=I,0, and a, a′ are defined as in (3.6).
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The metric derivatives for Z˜ are the same as for Ŷ in (4.27) except that (ΓQPα)Z =
−(ΓPQα)Y , and the derivatives for X ′ = Y˜ , Ẑ are related to those for X = Z˜, Ŷ by
(ΓX′)
P
Pα = − (ΓX)PPα +NGα, (ΓX′)QPα (Ta)PQ = (ΓX)QPα (Ta)PQ
(ΓX′)
Pα
Q (ΓX′)
Q
Pα = (ΓX)
Pα
Q (ΓX)
Q
Pα +N
(
1± 2
3
)
GαGα. (4.34)
Since Ẑ and Y˜ have opposite signature, the additional surviving contributions are equivalent
to that of a set φC with α = β = 0, α′ = β ′ = −σ = −4N/3. To cancel this contribution we
must modify (3.8) and (3.14) to read
f = −NG, 4 + α′ = β ′ = −σ = +4N/3, (4.35)
where in the sums defining these quantities
φC = φγ, X
A
γ , U
γ
A, V
A
γ , φ
γ
P ,Φ
a
γ . (4.36)
In other words [see (C.2) of Appendix C],∑
I
Lφ
I
2 = −L2, LY2 + LZ2 = 0,
∑
I
Lφ
I
1 + L
Y
1 + L
Z
1 = −L1 −
4N
3
(
Lα + Lβ + L
′
β
)
. (4.37)
Since (TaZ)
iFi = 0, KPV is invariant and W2 is covariant (W2 → e−FW2) under (4.15)
provided the PV chiral multiplets transform as
φ′C = e−αCFφC , Y ′αI = e
−αY FN ji (Y
α
J + aαFjY0) , Y
′
0 = e
−αY FY0
Z ′Jα = e
−αZFM ji Z
I
α, Z
′0
α = e
−αZF
(
Z0 − aαZIαFi
)
, (4.38)
with all other PV superfields invariant. Note that we have chosenW1 such that all masses are
covariant for fields that appear in the gauge kinetic functions fAB. Provided each φC appears
in only one term in W1 [i.e. µCC′φ
CφC
′
or 1
2
µC(φ
C)2], the squared-mass matrix defined in
(4.5) is block diagonal Thus, for example, if we include a modular covariant T -dependence
in the mass terms for some φP 6= Z, Y , we have
(M2
Z˜
)PQ = (M
2
Y˜
)QP = µ˜
2δPQ, (M
2
Ẑ
)PQ = (M
2
Ŷ
)QP = µˆ
2δPQ,
M2φP = M
2
φP ′ = µ˜
2
PP ′|η(it)|4bP eK(1−αP−αP ′)−k(βP+βP ′), (4.39)
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where η(it) is the Dedekind function:
η(iT ′i) = e
1
2
F iη(iT i),
and
M˜2φP = M
′2
φP = e
(F+F¯ )(1−αP−αP ′+bP )M2φP , φ
P 6= Z, Y , (4.40)
with M˜2 =M2 otherwise. The η(it) factor can be interpreted as a parameterization of string
loop threshold corrections, as mentioned in Section 4.1. We now turn to a more realistic
model from string theory.
4.2 The untwisted sector of orbifold compactifications
Consider next the classical Lagrangian for the untwisted sector of orbifold compactifications
with three untwisted moduli. It is defined by the Ka¨hler potential and the superpotential10
K = k +G, G = Gu, W = dabcΦ
a1Φb2Φc3,
Gu =
3∑
i=1
G(i), G(i) = − ln
(
T i + T¯ ı¯ −
n∑
a=1
|Φai|2
)
, (4.41)
Setting Zp = {T i,Φ(ai)}, we now have the properties
∂p∂qG = δijG
(i)
p G
(i)
q , Kpq = −
∑
i 6=j
GpGq,∑
p
WpG
p = 0,
∑
a
W(ai)Φ
(ai) =W. (4.42)
The Lagrangian is invariant under modular transformations:
G → G′ = F + F¯ , F =∑
i
F i, F i = ln(icT i + d),
Z =
(
Φp
T
)
→ Z ′(Z), Mpq =
∂Z ′p
∂Zq
, N qp =
∂Z ′q
∂Zp
,
M = δij
(
e−F
i
δab −Fie−F iΦ(ai)
0 e−2F
i
)
, N = δij
(
eF
i
δab Fie
2F iΦ(ai)
0 e2F
i
)
,
Fi ≡ Fti = F iti , Fij = −δijF 2i . (4.43)
10It is straightforward, but slightly more cumbersome, to generalize the results to the case of a Ka¨hler
potential as in (4.41) with n→ ni, ni 6= nj .
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Properties analogous to (4.19), (4.20), (4.26) and (4.27) are given in Appendix D. In analogy
with the discussion of the preceding section, we introduce PV superfields Z(0I), Y(0I), and
modify KY,Z and W2(Z) in (4.28) and (4.30) to read [here we suppress the index α, and now
Gp(i)G
(i)
p = 1 for fixed i is invariant under (4.43)]
KZ = eα
ZG
3∑
I=1
KZI −
bZ
2
∑
I 6=J
(
GIZG
J
Z + h.c.
)
, KY = eα
Y G
3∑
I=1
KYI ,
KZI =
∑
PM¯
ZP Z¯M¯G
(i)
pm¯ + |aGIZ|2, GIZ =
∑
P
ZPG(i)p + a
−1Z(0I),
KYI =
∑
PM¯
YP Y¯M¯G
pm¯
(i) − a
∑
P
(
YP Y¯(0¯I)G
p
(i) + h.c.
)
+ Y(0I)Y¯(0¯I)
(
1 + a2
) ,
b
Z˜
= −2a˜ = 2a˜′ = −aˆ = aˆ′ = 1, b
Ẑ
= 0, (4.44)
W2(Z˜) =
1
2
WpqZ˜
P Z˜Q − a−1∑
i 6=j
Z˜0J
(
W(ai)Z˜
(AI) − 1
2
a−1WZ˜(0I)
)
+
√
2
∑
P,α>1
Z˜P
(
aWpŶ0 + ŶPW
)
. (4.45)
In addition we replace the fields φI,0, φI , I 6= S by φ(PI),(P0), φ(0I), P 6= S, with Ka¨hler
potential
Kφ =
∑
i
[
eG
(i)
(∑
P
|φ(PI)|2 + |φ(0I)|2
)
+ eK/2
∑
P
|φ(PI)|2
]
. (4.46)
The mass terms for theses fields are determined by W1 in (4.29) with
ZP , YP → T I , Z(AI), TI , Y(AI), Z0, Y0 → Z(0I), Y(0I),
φI,0, φI , I 6= S, → φ(PI),(0I), φ(PI), P 6= S,
and the sum over C in the definitions of α, α′ now includes φ(PI). The Ka¨hler potential is
invariant and W2 is covariant under modular transformations provided
φ′C = e−αCFφC , Y ′P=TI ,(AI) = e
−αY FN qp
(
YQ + aF
i
qY(0I)
)
,
Z ′Q = e−α
ZFM qpZ
P , Z ′(0I) = e−α
ZF
(
Z(0I) − aZPF ip
)
,
Y ′(0I) = e
−αY FY(0I), φ
′(NI) = e−F
i
φ(NI), N = P, 0. (4.47)
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The renormalization of the Ka¨hler potential (3.16) arises from Z, Y, ϕ, θ, φS, φS, contributions
and is modular invariant, since we have chosen the PV couplings such that their masses are
covariant. Writing, for φP 6= Z, Y ,
K(φP , φ¯P ) = eGP+βP k|φP |2, GP =
∑
i
αiPG
(i),
W1(φ
P , φP
′
) = µP
∏
i
[η(iti)]2b
i
PφPφP
′
, (4.48)
we have
M2φP = M
2
φP ′ = µ
2
P
∏
i
|η(iti)|4biP eK−GP−GP ′−k(βP+βP ′), (4.49)
and
M˜2φP =M
′2
φP = e
∑
i
(F (i)+F¯ (i))(1−αi
P
−αi
P ′
+bi
P
)M2φP , φ
P 6= Z, Y. (4.50)
4.3 Including the twisted sector
The Ka¨hler potential for orbifolds is not known beyond leading (quadratic) order in the fields
Za 6= S, T , except for the untwisted sector, whose Ka¨hler potential (4.41) is determined by
the metric on the compact space. As a consequence, we cannot determine the one-loop
effective action for the twisted sector, but we can include twisted sector loop contributions
to the untwisted sector action, provided the superpotential contains no terms quadratic in
the twisted sector fields. The general modular invariant superpotential11
W =
∑
α
wα
3∏
j=1
η−2(T j)
∏
a
[
Za
3∏
i=1
η2q
a
i (T i)
]
, (4.51)
depends on the moduli through the Dedekind η-function, interpreted as arising from string
world-sheet instanton effects. In the absence of these effects, which we neglect here, there is
no superpotential for twisted sector fields. We will set background twisted sector fields to
zero, and include only quantum corrections due to the (modular invariant) quadratic term
in Za 6= S, T i,Φia in the superpotential:
K = k +Gu +
∑
a
eg
a |Za|2,
ga = −∑
i
qia ln(T
i + T¯ ı¯) + fa[|Φbi|2/(T i + T¯ ı¯)] (4.52)
11There can be additional factors which are holomorphic, modular invariant functions of the moduli.
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If K depends on the moduli only through the compact radii, we have
ga = Ga =
∑
i
qiaG
i, fa = −
∑
i
qia ln[1−
∑
b
|Φbi|2/(T i + T¯ ı¯)]. (4.53)
Under a modular transformation
Z ′a = e−F
a
Za, F a =
∑
i
qiaF
i. (4.54)
To regulate the twisted sector contribution, we introduce negative signature PV fields ΦA,ΦA
that transform under the gauge group like Φa and its conjugate, respectively, with Ka¨hler
potential and superpotential
KTPV =
∑
A
(
eg
a |ΦA|2 + eK/2|ΦA|2
)
, W T1 =
∑
A
∏
i
|η(iti)|2biAµAΦAΦA. (4.55)
Under (4.3) we have
ΦA → e−F aΦA, ΦA → e− 12FΦA,
(M˜A)2 = M˜2A = e
∑
i
(F (i)+F¯ (i))( 1
2
−qia+b
i
A
)M2A. (4.56)
Combining this with (4.49), (4.50), the one-loop Yang-Mills Lagrangian (4.8) takes the form12
L1 ∋ 1
64π2
∑
a
F µνa F
a
µν
[∑
P
ηPCPa b
i
P ln |η(iti)|4 −
∑
p
Cap
(
K − 2∑
i
qipg
i
)
+ CaK
]
, (4.57)
where the sum over P now included the twisted sector fields. The first term in (4.57) cor-
rectly reproduces the threshold effects (neglecting the universal, modular invariant term [21])
provided
bia =
∑
P
ηPCPa b
i
P = CE8 +
∑
p
Cap
(
1− 2qip
)
− Ca. (4.58)
Then the variation in (4.57) is cancelled by the variation in the classical Yang-Mills La-
grangian due to the transformation property (4.9) of the dilaton.
12There are additional dilaton-dependent terms (formally of two-loop order) if the gauge charged fields
couple to the GS term (refgsterm).
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5 Anomalous U(1)
The modifications needed for regulating one-loop supergravity in the presence of an
anomalous U(1) gauge group GX are described in detail in I. The light matter loops generate
a quadratically divergent term proportional to 2x−1DXTrTX and logarithmic divergences
proportional to TrTX associated with the operators Φ1,2 in (2.17). To regulate these terms
we must introduce PV chiral multiplets φP with superpotential terms that are not invariant
under U(1)X . As discussed in I, in order for the superpotential to remain holomorphic under
a U(1)X gauge transformation, we require the transformation properties
AXM → AXM − g−1DMg, VX → V ′X = VX +
1
2
(
Λ+ Λ¯
)
,
Z i → gqiXZ i, ZI → g−qiXΛZI , g = (g†)−1 = e 12 (Λ¯−Λ). (5.1)
The chiral Yang-Mills superfield W α is obtained as a component [7] of the two-form FMN ,
which is the super-curl of the Yang-Mills one-form potential AM , and is also the chiral projec-
tion of the commonly used Yang-Mills superfield potential VX : Wα = −14
(
Dα˙Dα˙ − 8R
)
DαVX .
While the light fields are defined to be covariantly chiral [7] under U(1)X , the U(1)X -charged
PV fields are covariantly chiral only with respect to the nonanomalous gauge group; their
invariant superpotential takes the form
KPV (|φP |2) = egP (Z)+2qPXVX |φP |2. (5.2)
5.1 General supergravity
If we assume that the U(1)X generator commutes with the Ka¨hler metric in the general
supergravity model of Section 2, we can simply assign zero U(1)X , charge to Xγ, Uγ, Vγ, and
to Ŷ αI for a set of values α = α0 with
∑
α ηα0 = −1. U(1)X gauge invariance of KPV and W2
as defined in Eq. (3.4) requires aα0 = gα0 . We must also remove Ŷ
α0
I , Ẑ
I
α0
as well as a pair
with α 6= α0 and net positive signature from the second term in W2, Eq. (3.4). With this
choice the linear divergences associated with the U(1)X anomaly are canceled. The chiral
anomaly reappears due to the noninvariance of the mass terms coupling the Ŷ α0 to fields
ẐIα0 with the same U(1)X charge as Z
i, and forms a supersymmetric F-term with the chiral
anomaly. Note that the renormalization of the Ka¨hler potential is U(1)X invariant in this
general case, since Ŷα0, Ẑ
I
α0
do not appear in W2.
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5.2 Orbifold compactification
In this case we cannot impose the condition that the Ka¨hler metric commutes with the
U(1)X generator, but with an appropriate choice of PV U(1)X charges and superpotential,
the U(1)X generator does commute with the Ka¨hler metric for PV fields with PV masses
that are not U(1)X covariant. For the untwisted sector of the orbifold model of Sections
4.2-3, we have
Γ
(pi)
(qi)α(TX)
(pi)
(qi) = G
(i)
α (TX)
(pi)
(pi) + GXα = Γ(PI)(QI)α(TX)(PI)(QI) + GXα ,
Γbaα(TX)
a
b = g
a
α(TX)
a
a = Γ
B
Aα(TX)
A
B. (5.3)
The contribution from GXα , which is defined in (4.26), is canceled as before provided qZ(AI)X =
−qY(AI)X = qZ(ai)X and to cancel the new contributions, we assign U(1)X charge to φ(AI):
q
(AI)
X = q
(aI)
X and to φ
C : qX =
∑
C ηCαCq
C
X = −2,
∑
C ηCβCq
C
X =
∑
C ηCq
C
X = 0, where qX
is chosen to cancel the contribution from the last term in (D.4) of Appendix 4. We also
require qAX = q
a
X for the PV regulator fields for the twisted sector. With these choices, the
renormalization of the Ka¨hler potential is U(1)X invariant.
6 Summary of results
We have shown that it is possible to regulate supergravity at one loop by introduc-
ing Pauli-Villars fields in chiral multiplets and Abelian gauge multiplets. For calculational
simplicity, we restricted the dilaton couplings to those of the classical limit of supergravity
derived from the heterotic string, but there is no impediment in principle to extending our
results to the more general case. In the context of string theory, this generalization is re-
quired, for example, when nonperturbative string effects and/or GS terms are included in
the effective “tree” Lagrangian. It would also be useful to know the full one-loop correc-
tions in the linear multiplet formulation. However, certain one loop-effects such as the soft
supersymmetry breaking terms and the anomalous contributions to the Yang-Mills kinetic
term, depend only on gauged-charged matter and Yang-Mills loops. In this case, with the
dilaton appearing only as a background field, it is fairly straightforward [11, 14] to include
the above-mentioned terms, and to generalize the results to the linear multiplet formulation
for the dilaton. The A-terms for general supergravity without a GS term were calculated
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in Section 3, and were found to be very sensitive to the details of the precise choice of the
Pauli-Villars couplings, which in turn can be determined only with a detailed understanding
of Planck-scale physics.
String-derived supergravity is anomalous at the quantum level under perturbatively exact
symmetries such as T-duality and U(1)X of the underlying string theory. When appropri-
ate Green-Schwarz terms are included, the effective field theory should be invariant, up to
nonperturbative string effects, at the quantum level. One could, for example, make the regu-
lated tree Lagrangian fully modular invariant by including appropriate factors of the modular
covariant Dedekind function η(iT ) in the PV mass term W1. These would be interpreted
as threshold corrections from heavy string and Kaluza-Klein modes. However, string-loop
calculations show that at least a part of the modular anomaly is canceled by a GS term; in
particular, for orbifolds like Z3 and Z7 with no N = 2 supersymmetric twisted sector, there
are no (modular noninvariant) threshold corrections [24] to the gauge kinetic term: bia = 0 in
(4.58). Moreover, cancellation of the U(1)X anomaly other than by a GS mechanism seems
problematic.
A part of the conformal anomaly can be directly inferred by replacing lnΛ2 in (2.2) by
the real superfield lnM2(Z i, Z¯m¯), where the lowest component M2(zi, z¯m¯) = M2(Z i, Z¯m¯)|
is the PV squared mass matrix. Under a transformation that leaves the regulated tree
Lagrangian invariant except for the PV mass terms, the shift in (2.2) is determined by [see
(4.12)] M2(Z i, Z¯m¯) → M˜2(Z i, Z¯m¯) = eH(Z)+H¯(Z¯)M2(Z i, Z¯m¯), where H(Z) is a holomorphic
function of the chiral fields. The supersymmetric anomalies associated with the F-term
operators given in Section 2 are also F-terms which contain the associated chiral anomalies;
the general form of these operators is given in Appendix 2. It has been conjectured [19]
that all of these anomalies might be canceled entirely or in part, depending on the string
threshold corrections in specific models, by the GS term included in (4.9). This would
require a tree-level coupling of the dilaton to the chiral superfields ΦW ,Φα in (2.10), for
example, inducing additional operators (and potential anomalies) at the one-loop level. The
D-term operators of Section 2 give rise to D-term anomalies, also displayed in Appendix
A. In principle these could also be canceled by a tree-level coupling of the dilaton to real
superfields such as those in (2.14) via a D-term of the form (2.13), again implying additional
operators at one loop. One such D-term is the shift in the Ka¨hler potential, (2.16). We have
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shown that the regularization of this term can be made free of modular and U(1)X anomalies
for supergravity from orbifold compactification with background twisted sector fields set to
zero. It is not clear that this can be achieved with twisted sector fields in the background.
The full set of anomalous operators contains additional terms that arise due to the fact
that the PV masses are not constant; DµM˜ 6= 0. Determining these requires keeping higher
order terms in the derivative expansion (as in the calculation of soft terms in Section 3.3)
and retaining total derivatives (like the Gauss-Bonnet term) in the coefficient of ln Λ2. In
addition it is necessary to verify the cancellation of linear divergences – or equivalently13 to
show that (4.12) is satisfied by comparing that expression with with the anomaly calculated
from L(Φ′)− L(Φ). These issues will be addressed elsewhere.
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Appendix
A. Component expressions of general superfields operators
After eliminating the auxiliary fields using their tree-level equations of motion [7]:
F i = −e−K/2A¯i, 2R| = e−K/2A, −xDa = Da, (A.1)
we obtain for the bosonic terms for the superfield operators introduced in Section 2.1:
DβTα| = ǫβαT0 + (σmnǫ)βα Tmn, T0 =
1
2
DαTα| , Tmn = ǫµmǫνnTµν ,
13However this procedure applied to modular and U(1)X anomalies will not insure, for example, the
correct dilaton dependence of the Ka¨hler metric.
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DαTα| = −2Dm¯Ti
(
e−KA¯iAm¯ +DµziDµz¯m¯
)
+ 2x−1DaTi(T az)i,
Tµν =
[(
DµziDν z¯m¯ −DνziDµz¯m¯
)
Dm¯ − iF aµν(Taz)i
]
Ti, (A.2)
where m,n are tangent space Lorentz indices, and α, β are spinor indices in the two-
component spinor notation14 of [7]. For the bosonic parts of the F-terms of Section 2.1
we obtain:
L(W αa T
a
α) =
[Da
x
(
DρziDρz¯m¯ + e−KAiA¯m¯
)
+ iDµziDν z¯m¯F µνa−
]
Dm¯T
a
i
+Wab(T bz)iT ai + h.c., (A.3)
L(T αT ′α) ≡ LijTiT ′j =
(
Wab +Wab
)
(Taz)
i(Tbz)
jTiT
′
j
+
[Da
x
(
DρziDρz¯m¯ + e−KAiA¯m¯
)
+ iDµziDν z¯m¯F µνa
]
(T az)j (TjDm¯T
′
i + TjDm¯T
′
i )
−
(
Dµz¯m¯Dµzi + e−KAm¯A¯i
) (
Dν z¯n¯Dνzj + e−KAn¯A¯j
)
Dm¯TiDn¯T
′
j
−DµziDν z¯m¯
(
DµzjDν z¯n¯ −Dµz¯n¯Dνzj
)
Dm¯TiDn¯T
′
j + h.c.. (A.4)
In section 4 we also introduced F-terms of the form
L(T, T ′)αα = L
ijTjT
′
i , (A.5)
that is, they are they same as (A.4) except for the signs of two four-derivative terms. In
addition we have, with Xµν = Kµν
L(6ΦW ) =
1
2
∫
d4θ
E
R
W αβγWαβγ + h.c.
=
1
2
DαWβγδDαW βγδ + h.c. + fermions
= 6LGB +
1
4
rµνr
µν − 1
12
r2 +
1
12
XµνX
µν + fermions. (A.6)
Up to terms that vanish on shell due to the graviton tree-level equations of motion, we have
the identity [see (2.23)–(2.25) of [8]]
1
12
(
3rµνr
µν − r2
)
= 3Lχ − 1
3
Lα − 1
12
XµνX
µν , (A.7)
14The component field expressions use the metric gµν = diag(+−−−), the opposite of the metric of [7].
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and we obtain
1
2
Lχ + LGB =
1
12
∫
d4θ
E
R
(
W αβγWαβγ − 1
3
XαX
α
)
+ h.c.. (A.8)
For the D-terms we obtain
L(φWT ) =
(
xF−aρµ F
ρν
+aDνziDµz¯m¯ + 4e−KDA¯iAm¯
+2iDµziDν z¯m¯DaF µνa + 2DDρziDρz¯m¯ +
)
Tim¯, (A.9)
L(T αα ) = e
−K
(
A¯DµziDµz¯J + 1
x
Da(T az)iA¯j
)
tij
+e−K
(
e−KAA¯iA¯j − 1
2
f¯ iWA¯j
)
tij
−
(
Dµz¯m¯Dµzi + e−KAm¯A¯i
)
Dm¯(e
−KA¯jtij)
+e−KDµz¯kDµziA¯j (Dktij −Djtik) ,
Tij = e
−K/2tij , w(Tij) = w(tij)− 2 = 2, (A.10)
L(T αβ˙
αβ˙
) =
(
Dµz¯m¯DνziDµz¯n¯Dνzj + e−2KAm¯A¯iAn¯A¯j
+2e−KAm¯A¯iDν z¯n¯Dνzj
)
Tijm¯n¯, (A.11)
In the fully regulated Lagrangian, ln Λ2 in (2.2) is replaced by the real superfield lnM2(Z i, Z¯m¯),
where the lowest component M2(zi, z¯m¯) =M2(Z i, Z¯m¯)| is the PV squared mass matrix. Un-
der a transformation that leaves the regulated tree Lagrangian invariant except for the PV
mass terms: M2(Z i, Z¯m¯) → eH(Z)+H¯(Z¯)M2(Z i, Z¯m¯), where H(Z) is a holomorphic function
of the chiral fields, the full anomaly associated with the one-loop generated F-term operators
given in Section 2 can be expressed in term of supersymmetric field operators of the form
L(T, T ′, H) =
1
2
∫
d4θ
E
R
T αT ′αH(Z) + h.c.
=
1
2
H(z)DαT ′βDαT β + h.c. + fermions
= −2ReHT 0T ′0 − ReHT ′µνT µν − ImHT˜ ′µνT µν + fermions
= −2ReHL(T, T ′)− ImHT˜ ′µνT µν + fermions, (A.12)
where L(T, T ′, 1) = −1
2
L(T αT ′α) is defined by (A.4), and
ReH
(
1
2
Lχ + LGB
)
+ ImH
rr˜
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=
1
12
∫
d4θ
E
R
H(Z)
(
W αβγWαβγ − 1
3
XαX
α
)
+ h.c.. (A.13)
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The chiral anomalies in the above expressions arise from the standard nonlocal operators
generated by fermion loops. For the D-terms operators of Section 2, the corresponding
anomalies are also D-terms:
L(φ,H) =
∫
d4θEφH + h.c.. (A.14)
In addition there are contributions from terms involving derivatives of the Pauli-Villars
masses that do not grow with the cut-off and were not included in Section 2.
B. Modifications of the ZI , YI contributions
The fields Z˜Iα play the same role as Z
I
1 in I. However, if we were to use the Ka¨hler potentials
KZ , KY adopted in I, we would have for the covariant derivatives of the gauge kinetic function
f(z) = s:
f Z˜IJ = DIDJf = −ΓkIJfk 6= 0, (B.1)
which would generate unwanted contributions from Z˜I1 -loops. The effect of the f
i-dependent
terms in KZ˜ is to eliminate these contributions; their presence in turn requires compensating
modifications of K Y˜ and K Ŷ . In this appendix we calculate the modifications with respect
to I of the ZI , YI loop contributions.
Denoting by a tilde quantities derived from the Ka¨hler potentials KZ,Yα in (3.3) with
fi = 0, that is
K˜Z,Yα = K
Z,Y
α
∣∣∣
fi=0
, (B.2)
we have
LZ3 + L
Y
1 = L˜
Z
3 + L˜
Y
1 +∆
(
LZ3 + L
Y
1
)
, (B.3)
In I we found(
LZ3 + L
Y
1
)
I
= −L3 − 2√
g
e−K
(
AiA¯LiI + h.c.
)
− 2
x
√
g
[
Da(T az)iLIi + iDµz¯m¯(Taz)iKim¯LµaI + h.c.
]
+4∆Vˆ LI + 12∆M2LI + 8∆DLI , (B.4)
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where the subscript I denotes the Lagrangian with f = constant. We have
AiLi = AiLiI + xWA, ∆Vˆ L = ∆Vˆ LI , ∆M2L = ∆M2LI ,
1
x
√
g
Lµa = 1
x
√
g
LµaI +
∂νx
x
F aµν +
∂νy
x
F˜ aµν , (B.5)
and, from the results in (B.18) and (B.20) of [10],
− 2
x
√
g
[
Da(T az)iLi + h.c.
]
+ 8∆DL = − 2
x
√
g
[
Da(T az)iLIi + h.c.
]
+8∆DLI − 2∂µx
x
DaKjm¯
[
Dµzj(Taz¯)m¯ + (Taz)jDµz¯m¯
]
+ 32M2D
−4i∂
µy
x2
Da
[
Kim¯(Taz)
iDµz¯m¯ − h.c.
]
+
4
x2
D [∂µx∂µx+ ∂µy∂µy]
+total derivative. (B.6)
Combining these results, we obtain
L˜Z3 + L˜
Y
1 =
(
LZ3 + L
Y
1
)
I
+ 2xM2
(
W +W
)
− 1
3
L(Φ′0), (B.7)
where we used (C.76) of [10].
Writing
K = k +G, k = − ln(s+ s¯), ki = −fi/2x2,
KIJ = K˜IJ + KˆIJ K˜IJ = Kij −KiKj ,
KˆIJ = − 1
2x
(fiKj + fjKi)− 1
2x2
fifj , (B.8)
the effect of the fi-dependent terms in K
Z˜ is to eliminate the contributions to KIJ with
IJ = LS, SL, L 6= S (note that KˆSS = K˜SS = KSS = 0). Since
KˆIJK˜
IJ = −KˆIJKˆIJ , (B.9)
we simply need to subtract the terms quadratic in KˆIJ in products of KIJ and its derivatives.
We have
KˆIJ = Kjki +Kjki − 2kikj ,
ΓˆkIJ = δ
k
i kj + δ
k
j ki + k
k
iKj + k
k
jKi − 4kki kj , (B.10)
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where kij = k
im¯km¯j projects out s-components. Then using
kim¯ = kikm¯, kij = kikj , Djki = −kikj, kiAi = A, kjiAj = kiA,
As = ksA, Ask = ksAk − kskkA, kiAij = Aj − kjA, (B.11)
we obtain
AˆIJ = KˆIJA− ΓˆkIJAk = −Ajki −Aikj + 2Akikj,
RˆkIJm¯ = ∂m¯Γˆ
k
IJ = δ
k
i kjm¯ + δ
k
j kim¯ + k
k
iKjm¯ + k
k
jKim¯ − 4kki kjm¯, (B.12)
and [with kˆα, etc., defined as in (2.8), (2.14)]
Rβ˙
IJkβ˙
RαIJα = R˜
β˙
IJkβ˙
R˜αIJα + 8k
αβ˙
(
kαβ˙ −Kαβ˙
)
,
A¯IJR
IαJ
α =
¯˜AIJR˜A¯IJR
IαJ
α + 4A¯kˆ
αkˆα. (B.13)
Then from the expression for L3 given by Eqs. (2.13), (2.20), (A.10) and (A.11) [or explicitly
in (2.27) of I], we obtain, with ηZ1 = −1,
∆LZ3 = −
∂µs∂
µs∂ν s¯∂
ν s¯
2x4
+
2
x2
Kim¯DµziDν z¯m¯∂µs∂ν s¯− 8M4
−12M2Vˆ − 2M2∂µs∂
ν s¯
x2
+ 2
e−K
x
(
Dµzi∂µsAiA¯+ h.c.
)
+
(
∂µs∂µs
2x2
+ h.c.
)(
Vˆ +M2
)
− 4e−KDµziDµz¯m¯AiA¯m¯
+2e−K
∂µx
x
[
Dµzi
(
AijA¯
j − 3AiA¯
)
+ h.c.
]
− 4Vˆ 2
+8M2D + 2e−K
(
A¯AijDµzjDµzi − AijA¯jA¯iA+ h.c.
)
. (B.14)
As noted in I, the derivatives of the metric defined by
KPQY
P Y¯ Q =
∑
I,J=i,j
Ki¯YIY¯J¯ − a
∑
I=i
(
YIY¯
0κi + h.c.
)
+ |Y0|2
(
1 + a2κiκi
)
, (B.15)
are most easily easily evaluated in terms of the derivatives of the inverse metric
KPQYP Y¯Q =
∑
I,J=i,j
(
Ki¯ + a
2κiκ¯
)
Y¯ IY J¯ + a
∑
I=i
(
Y¯ IY 0κi + h.c.
)
+ |Y0|2. (B.16)
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One finds for the elements of the affine connection
ΓI0k = −aDiκk + a3Kjm¯κjκi∂m¯κk, Γ0Ik = −aKim¯∂m¯κk,
ΓIJk = −Γjik − a2Kjm¯κi∂m¯κk, Γ00k = a2Kim¯κi∂m¯κk. (B.17)
It follows immediately that ΓPPα = Γ˜
P
Pα, so there are no changes to H
2
Y , L
Y
2 . For K
Ŷ we have
κi = Ki − ki, (Ta)PQΓQPα = (Ta)PQΓ˜QPα, and
DI(Tay)
J = D˜I(Tay)
J − a2kj(Taz)i, DI(Tay)0 = D˜I(Tay)0,
D0(Tay)
J = D˜0(Tay)
J − a3kjDa, D0(Tay)0 = D˜0(Tay)0,
R00im¯ = R˜
0
0im¯ − a2kim¯, R0Iim¯ = R˜0Iim¯ = 0,
RJIkm¯ = R˜
J
Ikm¯ + a
2
(
δikkjm¯ + k
i
kKjm¯ − kikkjm¯
)
, (B.18)
with the result that for P,Q = Ŷ ,
DP (Tay)
QDQ(Tay)
P = D˜P (Tay)
QD˜Q(Tay)
P ,
DP (Tay)
QRPQkm¯ = D˜P (Tay)
QR˜PQkm¯, (B.19)
and the modifications to LŶ1 are determined by
RPQkm¯R
Q
Pjn¯ = R˜
P
Qkm¯R˜
Q
Pjn¯ + 2a
2R
(k)
km¯jn¯
+a4 (2kkkm¯kjkn¯ − kkm¯Kjn¯ −Kkm¯kjn¯ − kjm¯Kkn¯ −Kjm¯kkn¯)
= R˜PQkm¯R˜
Q
Pjn¯ + 2
(
a4 − 2a2
)
kkkm¯kjkn¯
−a4 (kkm¯Kjn¯ +Kkm¯kjn¯ + kjm¯Kkn¯ +Kjm¯kkn¯) , (B.20)
where R
(k)
km¯jn¯ is the Riemann tensor derived from k.
The Ka¨hler metric for Y˜S, Y˜0 has K
im¯ → kim¯ and κi = ki, and is the same as the Y -metric
in I, with the Ka¨hler potential K(z, z¯)→ k(s, s¯) and a = 1. Since (ΓY˜ )0Sα = Sα, and DαSβ|
has no bosonic terms we need only consider
(ΓY˜ )SSα = −Γssα − a2kα = −3kα, (ΓY˜ )00α = a2kα = kα, ΦŶ1 = 10Φβ. (B.21)
Since
∑
α η
Y˜
α = −1, (B.21) gives a total contribution equal to −10Lβ to LP1 , (3.18), but a
portion −4Lβ of this is included in β ′Lβ . Using (2.25) of I to evaluate the contribution from
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(B.20), with a2 → a = −2, a4 → a′ = +2, we obtain a net contribution:
∆LY1 = 3
∂µs∂
µs∂ν s¯∂
ν s¯
4x4
− 2
x2
Kim¯DµziDν z¯m¯∂µs∂ν s¯
+
(
3M2 − Vˆ
) ∂µs∂µs¯
x2
+ 2
e−K
x
(
Dµzi∂µs¯AiA¯+ h.c.
)
−4M2Kim¯DµziDµz¯m¯ − 4M2
(
3M2 + 2Vˆ
)
− 6Lβ, (B.22)
and
∆
(
LZ3 + L
Y
1
)
= −4M2Kim¯DµziDµz¯m¯ + ∂µs∂
µs∂ν s¯∂
ν s¯
4x4
− 4Vˆ 2
−20M2
(
M2 + Vˆ
)
+
(
M2 − Vˆ
) ∂µs∂ν s¯
x2
+
(
∂µs∂µs
2x2
+ h.c.
) (
Vˆ +M2
)
− 4e−KDµziDµz¯m¯AiA¯m¯
+8M2D + 2e−K
(
A¯AijDµzjDµzi −AijA¯jA¯iA+ h.c.
)
+2e−K
∂µx
x
[
Dµzi
(
AijA¯
j −AiA¯
)
+ h.c.
]
− 6Lβ. (B.23)
Using the relations [see (B.18) of [10]]
2√
g
LiA¯iAe−K + h.c. = 2e−2K
(
DµziDµzjAijA¯− AijA¯iA¯jA+ h.c.
)
+8M2
(
Vˆ + 3M2 −D
)
+ 2xM2
(
W +W
)
+4e−KDµziDµz¯m¯(A¯iAm¯ +Kim¯AA¯),
2∂µ
[(
Vˆ +M2
) ∂µx
x
]
= 2∂µ
[
e−K
∂µx
x
(
AiA¯
i − 2AA¯
)]
= 2e−K
∂µx
x
[
Dµzi
(
AijA¯
j −AiA¯
)
+ h.c.
]
+2
(
Vˆ +M2
) (∇2x
x
− ∂
µx∂µx
x2
)
= 2e−K
∂µx
x
[
Dµzi
(
AijA¯
j −AiA¯
)
+ h.c.
]
+
(
Vˆ +M2
)(∂µs∂µs
2x2
− 1
x
√
g
fiLi + xW + h.c.
)
+4
(
Vˆ 2 +M2Vˆ
)
−
(
Vˆ +M2
) ∂µs∂µs¯
x2
,
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∆LM2 = 2e
−K ∂
µx
x
(
DµziAiA¯+ h.c.
)
−2M2D + Vˆ 2 + 4M2Vˆ + 6M4, (B.24)
and dropping total derivatives we get
∆
(
LZ3 + L
Y
1
)
=
1√
g
{
Li
[
fi
x
(
Vˆ +M2
)
+ 2e−KAiA¯
]
+ h.c.
}
−8∆LM2 − 2Lβ + 2xVˆ
(
W +W
)
. (B.25)
Combining (B.25) with (B.7) gives the result in (3.18), with
− 1
3
L(Φ′0) = −32M2D −
4
x2
D∂µs∂µs¯− 2i
x2
∂µs∂ν s¯DaF aµν
+2
[
∂µs
(
iF−aµν + gµν
1
x
Da
)
Kim¯Dν z¯m¯ + h.c.
]
,
Lβ = M
4 +M2
∂µs∂ν s¯
2x2
+
∂µs∂
µs∂ν s¯∂
ν s¯
16x4
. (B.26)
In addition we have, using kiWi = 0,
AZ˜IJA¯
IJ
Z˜
= A˜ZIJ
¯˜A
IJ
Z − A¯isA¯is = AijA¯ij − 2
(
AiA¯
i −AA¯
)
= AijA¯
ij − 2eK
(
Vˆ + 2M2
)
,
AẐα,ŶαIJ = Aδ
j
i , A¯
IJ
Ẑα,Ŷα
= δijA¯+ a
2
αe
K (Kj − kj)
(
A¯i − kiA¯
)
,
A¯I0
Ẑα,Ŷα
= aα
(
A¯i − kiA¯
)
, AẐα,ŶαI0 = aαe
KWi,
AẐŶPQA¯
PQ
ẐŶ
= 2A˜ZYPQ
¯˜A
PQ
ZY − 2a2αAA¯, AZ˜Y˜PQA¯PQZ˜Y˜ = 2c
2
αAA¯, (B.27)
giving the result in (3.16). Note that the overall normalization of AẐŶPQ differs from that
15
used in I for AZYPQ.
Finally, there is a contribution from the diagonal part fδab of the gauge kinetic function
fab:
f Z˜Y˜I0 = hαfi, f¯
I0
Z˜Y˜
= hαf¯
i, f¯ IJ
Z˜Y˜
= hαf¯
ikj,
15There are extraneous factors of eK and W in the last term of the expression for A¯IJZα,Yα in I.
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f Z˜Y˜PQ f¯
PQ
Z˜Y˜
= 2h2αf¯
ifi = 8x
2h2α, f¯
PQ
Z˜Y˜
AZ˜Y˜PQ = 2hαcαf¯
sksA = −4xA,
AZ˜Y˜kIQ = DkA
Z˜Y˜
IQ = ∂kA
Z˜Y˜
IQ − ΓlkiAZ˜Y˜LQ −
(
ΓY
)P
kQ
AZ˜Y˜IP
AZ˜Y˜kI0 = −a
(
1 + a2
)
kikkA = −2kikkA,
AZ˜Y˜kIJ = Ak + a
2kk = (Ak + kkA) ,
f¯PQ
Z˜Y˜
AZ˜Y˜kPQ = −4xhαcα (Ak − kkA) . (B.28)
Then the scalar mass-matrix element H Z˜Y˜PQ takes the form [10]
H Z˜Y˜PQ = e
−K
(
APQkA¯
k − APQA¯
)
+
1
2
fPQW,
H Z˜Y˜PQH
PQ
Z˜Y˜
= −2xhαcα
(
Vˆ +M2
) (
W +W
)
+ 2x2h2αWW
+ · · · , (B.29)
where the dots represent contributions independent of W that have already been included.
Together with the results given in Appendix B of I, we obtain the contribution (3.17).
C. Parameter constraints
Defining
β =
∑
C
ηCβC , σ = 2
∑
C
ηCβCαC , (C.1)
if β = −NG − f and/or σ 6= 0 there are additional contributions to the logarithmic diver-
gences:
LPV ∋ √g ln Λ
2
32π2
[(
σ − 2
3
β
)
L′β − βL′g
]
,
L′β = M
2
(
Vˆ + 3M2
)
+M2Kim¯DµziDµz¯m¯ + i∂µs∂ν s¯
4x2
F µνa Da
+2DM2 +
(
Kim¯DµziDµz¯m¯ + Vˆ + 3M2 + 2D
) ∂νs∂ν s¯
4x2
+
∂µs∂ν s¯
4x2
Kim¯
(
DµziDν z¯m¯ −Dµz¯m¯Dνzi
)
, (C.2)
where L′g is given in (2.5). The contribution from (C.2) contains for example the terms(
σ − 2
3
β
)
L′β − βL′g ∋ (σ − 2β)Kim¯DµziDµz¯m¯
∂νs∂
ν s¯
4x2
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−
(
σ − 8
3
β
)
Kim¯Dµz¯m¯Dνzi∂µs∂ν s¯
4x2
, (C.3)
that are not generated by any other contribution, requiring σ = β = 0.
D. The untwisted sector in orbifold compactifications
Here we give explicitly the relations needed for modular covariant (K ′PV = KPV , W
′
2 =
e−FW2) regularization of the theory defined by (4.41). Under the modular transformation
(4.43) we have
K ′p = N
q
p (Kq + Fq) , K
′
pm¯ = N
q
pN
n¯
m¯Kqn¯,
K ′PQ = N
n
pN
m
q
KNM −∑
i 6=j
(
F inG
(j)
m + F
j
mG
(i)
n + F
i
mF
j
n
) ,
W ′pq = e
−FNnpN
m
q
Wmn −∑
i 6=j
(
F jnWm=ia + F
i
mWn=(aj) − F imF jnW
)
W ′p = e
−FN qp (Wq − FqW ) . (D.1)
The operators that determine scalar curvature dependent quadratic divergences and the
logarithmically divergent contributions L1,2 are:
Γppα = N˜Gα, Γ
pα
q Γ
q
pα =
(
N˜ + 1
)
Gα(i)G
(i)
α + Gˆ
pα
q Gˆ
q
pα,
G(i)α = −
1
8
(
Dα˙Dα˙ − 8R
)
DαG(i), Gˆpqα = −
1
8
(
Dα˙Dα˙ − 8R
) (
G(i)q DαZp
)
δip,iq ,
N˜ = n + 2, Γqpα(T
a)pq =
∑
i
T ai G
(i)
α +G
a
α, T
a
i =
∑
b
(T a)ibib. (D.2)
The corresponding operators from Z˜P , P 6= S, are(
Γ
Z˜
)Pα
Q
(
Γ
Z˜
)Q
Pα
= Γpαq Γ
q
pα +
(
2a2 + a4
) (
Gα(i)G
(i)
α + Gˆ
pα
q Gˆ
q
pα
)
− 2
(
a2 + a4
)
GˆpαZ
p
α,
Gˆpα = −1
8
(
Dα˙Dα˙ − 8R
)
GpDαG(i)δip,i,(
Γ
Z˜
)P
Pα
= Γppα,
(
Γ
Z˜
)Q
Pα
(T a)PQ = Γ
j
iα(T
a)ij + a
2Gaα, (D.3)
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and the metric derivatives for ŶP , P 6= S, are related to these by
(
Γ
Ŷ
)Q
Pα
= −
(
Γ
Z˜
)P
Qα
. The
derivatives for X ′ = Ẑ, Y˜ are now related to those for X = Z˜, Ŷ by
(ΓX′)
Pα
Q (ΓX′)
Q
Pα = (ΓX)
Pα
Q (ΓX)
Q
Pα + N˜ (1± 2)GαGα,
(ΓX′)
P
Pα = − (ΓX)PPα + N˜Gα,
(ΓX′)
Q
Pα (Ta)
P
Q = (ΓX)
Q
Pα (Ta)
P
Q ±XαTrTa. (D.4)
The divergences from matter loops are canceled loops from ZI , YI and φ
(NI), N = 0, P =
0, T, A = 1, · · · , n : ∑
I
Γ
(NI)α
(MI) Γ
(MI)
(NI)α = N˜G
αGα, Γ
(NI)
(NI)α = N˜Gα, (D.5)
with additional contributions that require a modification of the constraints on the parameters
α′, β ′, σ, as in Section 4.1, with N → 3N˜ in (4.35). When an anomalous U(1) is present we
require that some ΦC carry U(1) charge so as to cancel the last term in (D.4), as described
in Section 5.2.
E. Errata
Here we list additional corrections to [10] that involve dilaton couplings, and were not re-
ported in I.
1. The second line of the RHS of the expression (C.48) for TrY 2 should read
+
x4ρiρ
i
8
[(
F aµνF
µν
b
)2
+
(
F aµνF˜
µν
b
)2 − (F aµνF µνa )2 − (F aµνF˜ µνa )2] .
2. A contribution is missing from T g+G3 in (C.59), namely
T gα3 =
[
Lˆµν , m¯
]α
a
(Mµν)aα −
[
Lˆµν , m
]α
a
(
M¯µν
)a
α
+ (a↔ α) = ∂µx∂νy
x2
DaF µνa .
3. There is a term missing from the expression (C.43), namely a contribtion
−3∂µx∂νy
x2
DaF aµν
involving the graviton-gaugino connection in 2
(
D˜µm¯
)i
a
(
D˜µm
)a
i
.
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4. The sign of the first term on the RHS in the expression for τχg3 in (C.44) is incorrect.
5. A contribution to T g+G is missing from (C.59), namely
T gα3 =
∂µx∂νy
x2
DaF aµν .
6. As noted in I, there are errors in the coefficients ofM2D in the traces given in Appendix
C. For the string dilaton case considered here the changes with respect to the canoncial
gauge kinetic energy case considered in I are: −18 in 1
2
STrH2χ, Eq. (C.36); −14 in
1
8
Tr (Hχg1 )
2
, Eq. (C.41); +2 in −T χg4 , Eq. (C.44); +58 in 12STrH2χg, Eq. (C.47); +52
in 1
2
STrH2χg, Eq. (C.62).
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